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Introduction

In the spring of 1971, the New York State Legislature

took several actions relating to compensation for teachers.

The legislature repealed the law which had mandated a

minimum salary schedule for all teachers in New York State,

removing not only the requirement for a minimum salary, but

also the requirement of ten annual steps.

The legislature also repealed the sect..on of the law

which provided for a mandated salary ratio (based upon the

teacher's salary) for various categor±es if administrators.

In a third action, the legislature repealed the re-

quirement for tenure for administrators. In addition, the

probationary period for teachers prior to their receiving

tenure was extended from three years to five years.

These actions focused attention upon the desire, not

only in New York but throughout the country, to make a new

start in relating compensation for educational employees to

the quality of the work being done. A second reason for

such action is the feeling by legislatures and school

boards in various states that, if negotiations are to be



mandated between local school boards and their employees,

then state laws reviring certain structures of compensation

and requiring tenure are no longer as necessary - or no

longer merit the support which they did - under previous

circumstances.

These actions in New York will open up for New York

school boards the opportunity, which has already existed in

those states not having such state mandates, to take a

fresh look at teacher compensation, and to see if there are

better ways to relate compensation to the work done.

It is my purpose here to suggest some of the possibil-

ities which may be open to school boards to change and per-

haps improve methods of compensation, and to open up new

avenues for exploration and study, so that boards wishing

to pursue such possibilities will have guides in developing

their own plans local:y.



The Concept of Accountability

In the course of this study, I will allude to several

"fad" ideas in education, to show the possible relation of

these ideas to improved methods of compensation. The first

of these "fad" ideas is the concept of accountability.

Like other ideas which receive widespread attention

and come into vogue, there are as many different definitions

of it as there are professors of education writing about it.
What I mean here, however, is the idea that a teacher should
be judged on the product at least as much as on the process.

In previous times, most evaluation has focuaed on pro-

cess - the methods used by the teachers - rather than the

outcomes gained in the students performance as the result

of the work of the teacher.

Under this concept of accountability, the teacher

would be judged at least in subr,tantial measure upon the

results produced in students as a result of teaching. This
has been very difficult to measure in the past. Serious

studies are being made to try to find realistic measures of

measuring effectively the real outcomes, based upon what the
teacher does.



To the extent that such measurements do become prac-

tical, this measurement would be the first step in relating

teacher performance to salary. There would have to follow

an appraisal of the teacher's total performance, including

all those elements in addition to student outcomes. A

teacher must, after all, perform in the various duties of

the job as well as produce results with students. The re-

sults of the measurement of performance and the appraisal

of other elements of the job then can be translated into

ratings, and teachers can be compared with each other. Once

this has been done, the way is paved for differentiating

compensation among teachers.

Philosophies of Salary Payment

Now a few brief remarks concerning the basic concepts

of how teachers may be paid. Most of us in education have

not given very serious thought to the underlying principles

of compensation.

There are three basic ways in which work may be com-

pensated. These are: (1) pay for the job done, (2) pay

for ihe doing of the job, (3) pay for the person who does

the job (based upon hit qualifications or special skills or

experience). In education, we have not used the concept of

pay for the job done in most cases, We have instead based

our compensation plans on a combination of the doing of the

job and who does the jclo. Under these categories, I would

like to cite eight identifiable approaches to compensation

which may be found in various work situations. Combinations

of these are often found in teacher pay plans. These are:
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1. Al_2124.1tAncLosionLanc - where pay is accorded

strictly on ability, as measured by predetermined criteria,

and by performance, as measured by evaluation according to

predetermined standards:

2. Academic preparation - where pay is determined by

the formal scholastic institutional education which the per-

son has had. This we do exmssively in education.

3. fiank - where pay is arbitrarily set, negotiated or

otherwise established but attached to a rank or title regard-

less of other considerations of the post to which the holder

of the rank may be assigned (as a lieutenant-colonel in the

armed forces or an associate professor at a university, etc.).

Application of this concept has been limited in public

education.

4. Merit - where compensation is paid according to the

merit of the services rendered, according to predetermined

measurements based on clearly defined factors. In the broad-

est sense, a salesman on commission is receiving merit pay.

5. Single figUre - where compensation is determined by

one single figure of the worth of a teacher (which figures

may be arbitrarily set, negotiated or otherwise established)

on the basis of like pay for like work. Sometimes pay for

coaching or other extracurricular duties is set this way.

6. Seniority - essentially the single figure plan ex-

cept that longevity on the job, of itself alone, entitles

one to higher compensatioh. Most teacher salary schedules

are essentially longevity or seniority plans.



7. AtNMNIKEBA19:9141$-_laterl.A._,..719011.1 - this is the

equivalent to industry's incentive plan, where good perfor-

mance is rewarded if the entire enterprise shows a profit

or achieves success.

8. Edu9 ati2n=mmila21.Atility - this is the most

commonly used combination in education, with minimal judge-

ment of ability, based upon mere determination of whether

the teacher meets minimum performance standards, justifying

keeping him for another year.
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Differentiated Staffing

The second "fad" idea which I wish to relate to pos-

sible improved methods of compensation is the concept of

differentiated staffing. This idea has been widely dis-

cussed in recent times, and as with the concept of account-

ability, has as many differeht defin,itions and interpreta-

tions as you encounter speakers or experimenters.

What I refer to here is the idea that the tasks re-

lating to the education of children may be analyzed and

defined, then reassembled into more meaningful units of

work or more meaningful job assignments. The purpose of

doing this would be primarily to have more efficient and

effective education.

It would also be possible through such a reorganization

of jobs to have some educational tasks performed by those

with less experience, less training and at lower salaries,

while some other jobs might require more skill and higher

compensation. If education became more efficient, and the

cost was held down at the same time, this would be doubly

desirable for most school boards.



Such analysis of the task of teaching and the organiza-

tion of the jobs relating to teaching should be done only

after careful study with the help of experts. If it is to

be done, then the new jobs and the new job titles created

would make it possible to assign new compensation plans to

those jobs, and to promote some existing employees who have

done well into the better paying jobs, thereby recognizing

their ability.

A word of caution here. The development of such new

jobs and job titles should not be negotiated. Management

has a right to establish new positions and to determine the

initial compensation for such positions. Only after the

people are in the jobs may they be negotiated for, if the

jobs fall within recognized units for bargaining purposes.

"Compensable Factors"

If new jobs are to be established, then it is important

to go back to basics in the determination of the proper com-

pensation for such jobs. It is not possible in this discus-

sion to go into greaedetail concerning how such compensation

is determined.

One may analyze jobs on the basis of certain "compans-

able factorsu which will reveal the relative difficulty or

lack of difficulty of the job and provide a more scientific'

basis for relating the job to actual value or a level of

compensation. Let me present here briefly the broad outline

of how this may be done. We have broken down the possible

factors relating to professional positions into four cate-

gories. These categories and a brief description of what is

entailed therein are as follows:



GROUP IRESPONSIBILITY

Factors yolatirA to rosponsipilktx: responsibility

for the product (that is, what is actually taught to the

student), responsibility for the safety of others, respon-

sibility for good will, responsibility for material,

responsibility for equipment, responsibility for money and

property, and supervisory responsibility.

This job characteristic group covers the following

requirements:

a - Trustworthiness

b - Thoughtfulness

c - care

d - caution

e - wasted effort or result

f - Requiring the desire to make good on the job.

Responsibility is the dependence placed by others upon

those human characteristics, which cannot be replaced by

mechanical contrivances.

GROUP II--JOS CONDITIONS

Factors relating to working conditiom adaptation

period discomfort, accident hazard, health hazard, clothing

spoilage, and social restrictions expected by the community.

Job conditions are those conditions over which the

employee has, in general, no control, but which may have an

adverse effect upon him mentally, physically, or psycho-

logically. Such demands upon the employee subject him to

possible hazard, or may promote or retard successful per-

formance on his part. Staetimes these conditions are

created by the employee himself, and should be ignored as

9,



not a necessary element in the job. Nevertheless, such

conditions should be reported to the administration. The

same reasoning applies to conditions which, although beyond

the control of the individual, might be corrected by the

administration. Therefore, the job must be rated in accord-

ance with conditions as found, bnt administration's atten-

tion should be directed to the fact that, were conditions

improved, the rating would be lower.

GROUP III--EDucATION AND SKILL

Factors relating_to_education and. _skill: education,

experience, ingenuity and initiative, versatility, preci-

sion, dexterity and continuing or updating educational

requirements.

Education and skill cover the extent of manual and

mental training as well as the specific training or skill

required to meet the basic requirements of the job. The

two characteristics are inseparably associated:

a - Education and training being fundamental to the
acquirement of skill and

b - Skill is developed by experience.

While education is generally acquired by attendance in

grade and high schools, colleges, and universities, for

some teaching positions it can be and for nonteaching posi-

tions may frequently be acquired by attendance in continua-

tion school, home study or even through correspondence

courses.

10



GROUP IVMENTAL AM PHYSICAL EFFORT

ctorsrelaUnq me nt 1 an_ physkicak effort: judg-

ment, concentration, perseverance, acuteness of senses,

endurance, and strength.

The characteristics that fall within this job group

represent the requirements of the job for the exercise of

the mental and physical qualities inherent in the employee,

or those acquired through education and practical experience.

All of these characteristics do not apply to all jobs. For

example, there are many jobs that do not require strength or

endurance, but nearly all jobs require perseverance, con-

centration, and acuteness of senses in varying weights.

A rating scale may be used Which includes all of these

factors.

When the total points have been determined, a "raw"

base of job value is established.

It then becomes necessary to determine an equitable

bracket in which all fractions within a certain cluster of

points can be rounded out and a rate square assigned. This

rate square would constitute the salary for that position.

For example, if the point evaluation totals for six posi-

tions uere 154, 165, 170, 196, 203, and 210, those between

150 and 175 (the first three) might be assigned an annual

rate of $12,000, those between 176 and 205 (the next two),

a rate of $13,000 and those over 206 (the last one), a rate

of 44,000.

The function of determining the cluster limits is

called usquarinr, and is a management function - that of



determining the position classes. The attaching to the

classes of a dollar rate is called "pricing". This action,

after initial determination, is subject to negotiations

procedures.
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Sample Teacher Pay Plans

I now would like to present some sample compensation

plans which include the opportunity for management to dif-

ferentiate salaries based upon some judgment of quality

and performance. The plans, which are examples from

various parts of the country, have been negotiated with

employee groups. This is not to say that the determination

of who shall be compensated at a higher level is negoti-

able. I would hold that this is not negotiable. But once

it has been determined that a merit plan or a differenti-

ated compensation plan shall be put into effect, the actual

dollars involved in some kind of compensation schedule must

be negotiated.

Vakious structures and approaches are dhown here,

then, to illustrate that the part which must be negotiated

can, under the proper circumstances, be negotiated. Again,

wish to restate the warning that the management determina-

tion of individual employee performance is not to be nego-

tiated, but the structure or the funds to be placed into

such a plan are subject to negotiation.



Sudbury, Massachusetts

One interesting structural approach is that which has

been established in Sudbury, Massachusetts. This schedule

provides ranges of salary at each step, so that, qv len a

teacher has been determined to be more or less e,rective,

they may be placed on a higher or lower point within the

range.

This makes it possible, for example, for a teacher with

four years' experience and minimally acceptable performance

to be paid less than the teacher with three years' expe-

rience and outstanding performance. It would also be pos-

sible for teacher with a master's degree and minimally

acceptable experience to be paid less than a teacher with a

bachelor's degree and outstanding performance, when both

teachers had similar amounts of experience.

page.

The Sudbury salary schedule appears on the following
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Merit Salary Schedule

Sudbury, Massachusetts, 1969-70

Part A1 Basic Salary Schedule

§112 Bachelor Range igAllEASE21

$

4

5

6

7

C

9

30

11

12

13

14

6,500 - $ 7,200

6,800 - 7,500

7,100 - 7,800

7,500 - 8,200

,i900 - 8,7C0

8,300 - 9 200

8,700 - 9,700

9 100 - 10,200

9,500 - 10,700

9,900 - 11,200

10,300 - 110700

10,700 - 12,200

10,700 - 12,700

10,700 - 13,200

0 7,000 $ 7,700 $ 7,500 - $ 8,200

7,300 - 8,000 7,800 - 8,500

7,600 - 8,300 8,100 - 8,800

8,000 - 8,700 8,500 - 9,200

8,400 - 9,200 8,900 - 9,700

8,800 - 9 700 9,300 - 10,200

9,200 - 10,200 9,700 - 10,700

9,600 - 10,700 10,100 - 11,200

10,000 - 11,200 10,500 - 11,700

10,400 - 11,700 10,900 - 12,200

10,800 - 12,200 11,300 - 120700

11,200 - 120700 11,700 - 13,200

11,600 - 13,200 12,100 - 13,700

12,000 - 13,700 12,500 - 14,200

The starting salaries of teachers on initial employment will
be set within the indicated range with their qualifications
and related experience upon recommendation of the superintend-
ent.



Wayne Central School District, New York

Another type of merit salary plan has been instituted

in the Wayne Central School District in New York State.

The exrerimental program has become a part of the

negotiated agreement between the Wayne Central Board of

Education and the teacher associat It is called

"Experimental Educators Recognition Awards System" (or ERA).

The Board earmarked $15,000 for implemantation of the

first year of the plan. The plan is outlined as follows:

PURPOSE

This program is designed to reward excellence among

the teachers of Wayne Central School. It is hoped that the

program will have the effect of adding an honorary and mone-

tary incentive to classroom teachers in our District, there-

by tending to elevate professional standards within the

District, to the benefit of all.

METHOD

Fundamental premises:

1. The system to be employed must be essentially non-

political in nature, to the extent that no single individual

shall be in a position to determine the recipient of, or the

amount of reward.

2. A substantial proportion of the evaluation re-

quired in any such system should be accomplished by the

teacher's peer group, as teacher involvement is a pre-

requisite to the success of any such program.

16
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The rating system to be employed must be numerical in

result, for mechanical or electronic evaluation, which type

of evaluation will further tent° to remove the personal or

political element from the program.

4. Evaluation should be completed on the basis of at

least the following criteria:

- Character

- Effort and initiative

- Dedication

- Student involvement

- Rapport

- Research and/or professional growth

- Support of fellow teachers

- Learning atmosphere

- Community involvement

- Advancement of the teaching Profession

- Cooperation with administiation, and voom management.

5. The information source cardo must'contain a "Choice

Factor", i.e., it must be impossible for an evaluator to

equally distribute the points Or .units available to him

among all members,of his peer group. This could be accom

plished by prescribing a minimum number of points to be

assigned to each meMber of the peer group who receives

points from that particulareviluator. The numerical 'rela-

tionship between the total number of points available to the

particular evaluator and the number of peer group meMbers to

be evaluated (or other individuals to be rated) must be Such

that not all meMbers of the group.to be evaluated can re-

ceive points.

17.1



6. No more than the top third of the teaching faculty

shall be eligible to receive recognition awards, and no

recognition award shall be greater than $600 per recipient

or less than WO per recipient.

7. Actual monetary reward shall be computed as

follows:

The teacher with the highest numerical score shall

receive an award of $600. That score shall be used to com-

pute the dollar value per point or recognition unit for

computation of all other participants' reward amounts. For

example:

If teacher A, the highest scoring teacher

in the district for the year, received 2000 ERA

units, he would re,zeive a $600 ERA check. The

point value for that year would thus be 30 per

unit, so that teacher B with a point total of

1700 points would receive an award check of $510.

Awards will be made on this basis, commencing with

the top teacher in th ,. district and proceeding in

numerical order of scoring through the highest
scoring teachers in the district until the fund

is exhausted.

8. The distribution of numerical points to be as-

signed shall be as follows:

(a) Peer groups, consisting of departmental

groupings or grade groupings shall have no rore

than 40% and no less than 30% of the total avail-

able points for each teacher in that peer aroup;

(b) The various parts of the admi.A.stration,

to include for this purpose grade chairman and
department heads and/or area supervisors, building

principals, the curriculum coordinator and the
superintendent, shall assign the remainder of the

available points for each teacher.



There are a number of interesting factors in this plan.

Not only do teachers receive ratings from both their col-

leagues and their administrators, but the structure of the

plan guarantees that not everyone will receive their meritor-
ious ratings, and that financial rewards will be distributed

proportionate to the degree of excellence among those to

whom awards will go.

Newton, Massachusetts

A method of recognizing and rewardincv teacher excellence,
as practiced in the public schools of Newton, Massachusetts,
is to award extra incremeas. Under the "Plan for Extra

Increments", staff members are nominated by principals or
division heads. All teachers in the elementary and secondary

schools are eligible for extra increments; persons on the

classified salary schedule and members of the Newton Junior
College are not eligible.

A few details of the plan are as follows:

1. Awards should become effective as of September
first of each year. Accordingly, the superintendent shall
submit his recommendations in writing to the School Commit-
tee in time for notification to reach teachers before the
close of the school year in June. Awards are not continued

automatically, but shall be reviewed each year.

2, Double Increment. The teacher below maximum salary
who receives an award will, for that particular year, take
two steps instead of one on the regular salary schedule.
For the teacher who has received an extra increment in the
past, three alternatives exist:

19
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(a) The principal may recommend that the award

continue in force, and the teacher will then

continue within the salary schedule in the normal

manner.

(b) If the principal were not to recommend the

teacher's work, then the award would be removed.

(c) The principal may recommend that an individual

receive an additional double increment, above the

one he already has.

3. Extended Maximum. Teachers at the regular maximum,

or beyond, shall receive one increment in the amount stated

on the salary schedule.

In the case of a teacher who already has an extra

increment beyond maximum, the principal may recommend that

a new increment be added. It is expected that some teachers

will in time acquire the full $2,400 which is available for

extended maximum. The principal may also recommend that a

teacher who already has an award remain at his current

salary.

4. Awards made below the regular maximum of the salary

schedule do not carry beyond that maximum. In like fashion,

awards made below the extended maximum of the salary schedule

do not carry beyond that maxlmum.

5. On the "Recommendation for Double Increment or

Extended Maximum" form, the principal or division head is

asked to state his recommendation. The statement, when

approved by the superintendent, will be forwarded to the

20
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School Committee. As an aid to the principal, the follow-

ing general categories are set forth:

1. Skills of teaching

2. Relationships with students

3. School-related activities and duties

4. Relationships with cblleagues and parents

5. Professional improvements

6. Personal qualifications

7. Scope of work beyond his own classroom or

assignment.

The principal's recommendation will be uniquely drawn;

the statement need not cover all categories, nor is it

expected that the person recommended be outstanding in every

aspect listed.

As to details within each category, or any clarifica-

tion thought necessary, the matter is left to the faculty

of the particular school or to the group concerned.

The concept of double increments, simple as it sounds,

has the advantage of reducing the ironclad characteristics

of the mandated salary schedule which puts a premium on

seniority. If one can advance more than one increment in a

year, the seniority feature of a salary schedule is obviously

reduced in importance.

21
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Two-Lane Salary Plan

A variety of merit recognition plans, which is in effect

in some form in various locations, and which has been ad-

vocated by the editors of Salarv and Merit Magazine, provides

for the dual-lane at each level of nreparation.

The second lane of such a schedule would be for recog-

nition of outstanding service, and the teacher would be ad-

justed from the basic lane to the outstanding service lane

on the basis of evaluation. This second lane would not only

begin at step one, but would begin at a higher step, where

the teacher has had an opportunity to demonstrate excellence

over a reasonable period of time. An example of such a

schedule is shown on page 23.

Ithaca, New York

In Ithaca, New York, all tenured teachers are assured

of pay increases every year and automst.tic increases for addi-

tional formal education. On top of this typical salary

schedule is a merit bonus system that can award up to $300

at the end of the third, sixth, and ninth years, and up to

4400 at the end of the eleventh year and each year there-

after until a teacher has reached the maximum $2,500 merit

bonus.

Elementary school teachers are rated by their principals.

Secondary school teachers are rated by their principals and

department heads, Speciali sim. pertdonnel are rated by their

supervisors.
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Merit pay bonuses are based on three criteria:

"training and experience" (20%), "evaluation" (40%), and

"professional growth" (40%). If a teacher is rated above-

average on his evaluation, he receives 20 to 100 percent of

the maximum merit bonus, depending on his combined score for

the three criteria. Almost all eligible teachers get some

merit bonus; about half get the maximum.

The "training and experience" involves merely the

steady acquisition of approved graduate credits. It is

double-counting, since the additional credits result in

extra pay on the regular schedule.

The evaluation involves 45 criteria of equal weight,

each rated on a 0-5 scale. Eighteen of the criteria are

listed under "the teaching procedure", nineteen under "the

teacher", and eight under "the teacher in the total school

program and community." In order to qualify for a merit

bonus, a teacher must score 157 out of a possible 225 points.

If he does, on the basis of his score he is given either 200

30, or 40 percentage points toward the maximum merit award.

An average of seven "professional growth credits" per

year must be earned to qualify for merit bonus points. The

credits are given for formal education, inservice training,

committee work, projects, professional membership, and mis-

cellaneous reading, experience, and service, with maximum

nuMbers set for each category. On the basis of whether he

has earned an average of 7, 8, 9 or 10 credits per year, the

teacher is given either 15, 20, 30, or 40 percentage points

toward the maximum merit award. Here again, there can be

considerable double-counting, because up to eight credits
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per year can be earned in formal courses, on the basis of

one credit per academic hour.

Princeton, Ohio

One of the more interesting salary plans currently in

operation is the one in Princeton, Ohio, a suburb of

Cincinnati.

It is a combination of several of the factors I have

mentioned earlier. The plan is described by Dr. Robert E.

Lucas, superintendent of Princeton schools, as: "designed

to compensate teachers in keeping with our educational

expectations. It is designed with flexibility so that

teachers carrying the heaviest academic and professional

loads will know their superior work is appreciated and will

stay in teaching.

"The plan encourages professional growth through a

classification system that recognizes different levels of

career development and pays teachers to progress through

these stages. It also provides for individual differences

in teaching and in teachers, thus recognizing teachers with

different talents as they assume different roles in flexible

schedules, large and small group instruction, curriculum

research and development, and in other ways."

The plan's purpose, as described by Karl Bodenbender,

administrative assistant, is "to attract and keep outstand-

ing teachers, to stimulate continued improvement in teach-

ing, and to give special salary recognition to those

academic teachers Who carry major professional responsibility
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for insuring the extremely high quality of the Princeton

schools."

Features of the plan are as follows:

Educational Qualifications: Teachers with master's

degrees ani some experience are preferred; however, a number

of beginning teachers are employed. Standard certification

and a minimum of a bachelor's degree are required.

The basic salary schedule applies to the reqular school

year of 190 days.

Credit for Prior teachkaL2a1Kiesat for teachers new

to Princeton is allowed at the discretion of the administra-

tion, with a minimum of seven years being allowed for teach-

ers with seven or more years of experience. A year of

military service is considered a year of experience.

Basic index salary schedule: all teachers receive a

base salary as determined by educational training and

experience.

Classification of professional staff: Provisional -

on basic salary schedule; Associate - base salary plus $200;

Professional - base salary plus $550; Executive (190) -

base salary plus $800; Executive (210) - base salary plus

$8000 plus 10%0

Meritorious service: additional pay ranging from $100

to $1250 for outstanding performance of responsibilities.

Added load: base salary plus $100 to $1000.

Added r.,Aponsibility: base salary plus $100 to $500.
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Extended service: added salary in proportion to ex-

tended year.

Initiative units: teachers with master's degree may

add from $150 to $450 to base salary.

The basic salary schedule operates on an index scale

which is approved by the board of education:

1. For a teacher with only a bachelor's degree, the

index ranges from 1.00 to 1.54 in ten steps.

2. The index range for a teacher with a bachelor's

degree and a minimum of 150 semester hours approved credit

is from 1.04 to 1.64 in eleven steps.

3. For a teacher with a master's degree, the index

begins at 1.10 and with twelve years of experience extends

to 1.78.

The ratio of the true maximum salary to the beginning

salary is much greater than this index scale appears to

present. This is because of salary differentials as the

result of classification and the several other elements of

the salary plan as presented in the succeeding text.

The base salary figure which is assigned to the index

of 1.00 is subject to frequent revision, and has been in-

creased six times in the last four years. The index scale,

although seldom changed, is subject to review and revision

by the board of education.

Depending on his qualifications, each teacher will fall

into one of these classifications: (1) Provisional/

(2) Associate/ (3) Professional/ (4) Executive.
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Every teacher is urged and encouraged to grow profes-

sionally and attain as high a classification as possible.

All teachers are subject to annual consideration for

reclassification. Teachers are classified by the superin-

tendent working with a team of administrators and super-

visors after making a thorough study of the personnel records.

The decisions will be determined by how well the teacher has

met the stated provisions for each classification.

The Provisional Teacher:

(1) Any beginning teacher

(2) Any teacher with a temporary certificate, regard-

Jess of degree;

(3) Any teacher new to Princeton and with less than

four years' teaching experience in other districts;

(4) Possesses minimum essentials of a good teacher,

including: (a) knowledge of subject matter; (b) understand-

ing of good educational practices; (c) understanding of

children at age level he is teaching; (d) ability to moti-

vate children; (e) acceptable personality* attitudes and

values;

(5) Executes basic responsibilities: (a) maintains

desirable learning atmosphere and carries out classroom

duties; (b) makes careful preparation for classes;

(c) develops and maintains good public relations; (d) co-

operates with administration in enforcement of rules and

regulations; (e) fulfills hours of employment according to

board policy; (f) gives full cooperation to supervisors;
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(g) works diligently at job expectations or target areas

for the year.

The Associate TeacOer: In addition to the minimum

requirements of the Provisional Teacher, the Associate

Teacher possesses the following qualifications:

(1) Has at least a bachelor's degree and is making

continuing progress toward a master's degree;

(2) Holds at least a provisional certificate in the

area to which assigned;

(3) Has a minimum of three years' teaching experience

in Princeton without experience in another district; or at

least four years' experience, one or more of which must be

in Princeton; or five years' teaching experience in other

districts;

(4) Participates readily in inservice educatior.

programs;

(5) Serves on a subject area council, or participates

in textbooks and educational materials studies, or in cur-

riculum development projects, etc.

The ProfesManal Teacher: In addition to the require-

ments for Provisional and Associate classifications, the

Professional Teacher possesses the following qualifications:

(1) Has a master's degree or its equivalent as deter-

mined by the administration;

(2) Holds a professional, permanent, or life

certificate;
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(3) Has at least five years' teaching exper;.ence or its

equivalent in other appropriate service;

(4) Actively affiliates with organizations and groups

which are vitally concerned with the area in which he is

teaching;

(5) Participates in at least two of the following areas

each year: (a) serves on Princeton subject council or high

school department leaders group; (b) attends professional

conferences, conventions, inservice meetings, etc.; (c) works

with citudent teacher; (d) writes for professional journals;

(e) works on projects for curriculum development.

(6) Accepts no other employment which interferes with

his responsibilities as a professional teacher.

The Executive Teacher: In addition to the three basic

classifications previously described, some teachers will be

named to Executive Teacher status. Besides meeting the

requirements for Provisional, Associate, and Professional

classifications, the Executive Teacher possesses the fol-

lowing qualifioations:

(1) Has a master's degree;

(2) Holds a professional, permanent, or life

certificate;

(3) Has a minimum of five years' teaching experience;

(4) Long-range responsibilities include: (a) study,

keep up to date, and communicate to other staff members the

latest and best practices in his teaching field; (b) develop

research projects; (c) prepare curriculum guides and indiv-

idual course outlines; (d) recommend and collect materials
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r the library complex; (e) write basic test material and

prepare other reference information; (f) write books and

articles for educational journals; (g) make contacts with

businesses, industries, and universities in the community

and make greater use of the rich resources in the Princeton

area; (h) help recruit outstanding teachers for the

Princeton schools; (i) counsel and help other faculty mem-

bers; (j) counsel students and provide individual student

motivation, inspiration, and help; (k) accept leadership
functions in the district; (e.g., heads subject area coun-
cil, is subje6: coordinator, supervises beginning teachers,

serves as leader on teaching team, etc.); (1) dream, plan,

organize, write, research, make contacts, recruit, and
innovate to provide a truly quality school.

The Executive Teacher is employed either for the regu-
lar school year (190 days) or for a ten and one half month

school year, which is four weeks of extended service time,

for which he is paid 10% above his base salary plus $800.

In case the Executive Teacher is employed for more than ten

and one half months in a given year, reimbursement for the

additional time will be covered under the regular extended

service plan.

It is expected, but not required nor gunanteed, that

a teacher assigned to the Executive Teacher Plan will serve

on it for a cycle of four years. The responsibilities to

be covered during the extended service time in this cycle

are purposely kept flexible, but the following statements
will serve as guidelines:
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1. Summer school teaching - A usual cycle might in-

clude two summers of teaching.

2. Curriculum development, inservice leadership,

research project, etc. - A usual cycle might include one or

two summers in these areas.

3. University study, other inservice participation,

or approved travel - A usual cycle might include one summer

in this classification.

There is a firm belief by the board of education and

the administrative staff at Princeton that outstanding

teaching must be recognized in the paycheck as well as by

the usual pat on the back. Salary differentials are deter-

mined by an annual appraisal of the teaching effectiveness

c7 each teacher.

The establishing of a merit pay program is based on

faith and understanding; it requires the close cooperation

of the board of education, the administrative staff, and

the teaching staff. Merit pay is based on a sound appraisal

system that has been in operation for several years.

- Job expectancies are established by the teacher and

principal or dean near the beginning of each year.

- Appraisal conferences are held during the year and

near the end of the year,

- A written evaluation form, the contents of which are

shared and diccussed with the teachers, is completed at the

end of the year by the principal or dean.
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- A team approach is used in the appraisal of teaching

effectiveness. The principal is the appraiser, but he is
guided by information from teaching 'team leaders or subject

coordinators and the supervisor serving as advisors on the

appraisal team.

- The superintendent review the appraisals with the

appraisal team and makes recommendations to the board of

education for official consideration and action.

- Teachers are given the opportunity to recommend fel-

low teachers to their principals for merit pay.

- Any teacher who is not recommended for merit pay, or
who is not satisfied with the amount of salary differential

granted, may submit a written request to his principal (or
dean) that the team have a special hearing on his case, at

which time he may submit evidence of outstanding performance.

During the summer each teacher who has been approved by
the board for merit pay will receive an official letter

stating the amount of salary differential which will be

added to the ensuing year's salary because of the superior

work he has done in the schools during the past year.

The amount of merit pay to be received by any teacher

is subject to the follawing ranges: (1) Provisional

Teachers - $100 to $500; (2) Associate Teachers - $100 to

$750; (3) Professional or Executive Teachers - $100 to

$10250.

ADDED LOAD.., shall mean special administrative or

supervisory assignments, or additional teaching assignments
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beyond the "basic load". The basic load includes teaching

the regular school day in the elementary school, or teaching

five classes plus having charge of a homeroom and a study

group in high school.

The salary differential for added load is determined

b: che amount of added load and falls within the range of

$100 to $1,000. Teaching in the adult evening school is not

a part of "added load" and is reimbursed on an hourly basis.

ADDED RESPONSIBILITY... shall mean special student or

staff supervision; sponsorship of student programs, organi-

zations, or clubs; major assignments with the parent-faculty

organization; administration of adult education or summer

school; approved research projects; management of concerts,

operas, dramatics, and speech activities; and such other

assignments as may be required from time to time by the

superintendent.

The amount of salary differential for added responsi-

bility shall be determined by the superintendent within the

range o $100 to $500.

Coordinating and coaching athletics falls within the

definition of added responsibility, but a se'parate salary

range scale has been approved to cover these assignments.

A separate salary range has also been developed for

the added responsibilities of administrators and super-

visors, to be applied along with the elements of the basic

salary schedule.

EXTENDED SERVICE." the regular school year consists

of 190 working days for teachers. Assignments extending
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beyond the regular school year are considered as extended
service assignments. The usual extended service assignment
is either in curriculum development, research, vocational
classes, or work as subject coordinator.

Teaching in summer school or teaching driver training
during the summer are not included in the definition of
extended service, except in the case of executive teachers.
Reimbursement for summer school teaching is by the hour of
assigned teaching, and is considered apart from the basic
salary program.

The additional pay for extended service is 10% of base
salary for each four-weeks of service, or 2-1/2% of base
salary per week.

INITIAT/VE UNITS... may be earned by teachers who have
previously earned a master's degree. Work performed under
this category is above and beyond the normal inservice com-
mittee work and other xasponsibilities of the teacher.

Initiative units, subject to both prior,aPproval and
final approval by the superintendent, may be earned as
follows:

1. Approved graduate study - The teacher may earn a
maximum of 30 initiative units by taking approved graduate
work above the master's degree, at the rate of one unit per
semester hour.

2. Approved work experience - A maximum of ten units
may be earned in this category. The work must have a tang-
ible relationship to the classroom responsibilities of the
teacher, and must be performed essentially as a deliberate
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educational experience. Conventional summer work intended

primarily to augment income shall not qualify. As a rule of

thumb, work experience shall be recognized at the rate of

one initiative unit for cwo weeks of work.

3. Approved travel - A maximum of 15 units may be

earned by approved travel, not more than five of which shall

be granted for travel in one foreign country, and not more

than five units for domestic travel. As a rule of thumb,

foreign travel shall be recognized at the rate of one initi-

ative unit for one week, and domestic travel at the rate of

one unit for two weeks.

4. Independent Research, Professional Leadership, or

Professional Writing - A maximum of 30 initiative units may

be earned in this category. The work shall be of the high-

est professional calibre, supplemental or in addition to

inservice work, and of such a character as to make a sig-

nificant contribution to education in the Princeton schools

and to the teaching profession at large. Each individual

project shall be evaluated by the superintendent with the

assistance of an advisory staff to determine the number of

units to be granted.

Professional growth salary recognition will be awarded

by the board of education, to become effective at the start

of the following school year. Additional money approved

through the initiative unit plan becomes a permaneat part

of the teacher's salary.

Initiative unit credits are subject to the following

limitations:



1. A maximum of 30 units will be allowed for salary

increment.

2. Each accumulation of ten additional approved units

will add $150 to the teacher's annual salary. Thus a

teacher may increase his salary by $150, $300, or $450

through the earning of initiative units.
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Performance Contracting

Another current "fad" idea relates to what is called

performance contracting. As we are most familiar with this,

it entails the employment of an outside, profit-making firm

to produce certain specified results with students. These

results would usually be such things as a growth in the

reading ability of a certain number of grade levels per

pupil. The contractor is paid on the basis of the ability

to achieve these fixed standards, or, in the event he fails

to achieve them, his pay is withheld.

I merely wish to suggest here that such an approach

could be used with members of the existing teaching staff.

It would be possible for a board of education to develop an

experimental program, and to contract with teachers who

wish to participate in such a program. The teacher would

contract to perform the extra duties or the extra services

involved in the project, and would be compensated on the

basis of the demonstrated growth of the students under his

instructions. If the students did not meet the required

standards, the teacher's compensation would be reduced or

withheld.



This would make an interesting experiment, and I

strongly urge that any board contemplating such a plan

institute it on an experimental basis, on a relatively

small scale, until there has been an opportunity to deter-

miile the relative value or lack of value of the project.

If teachers can produce outstanding results through a care-

fully structured experiment, then it would be possible to

expand the plan to cover larger groups of students.
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Negotiating a Plan

As has been indicated earlier, in any of the various

forms of recognition of performance which we have outlined

the actual compensation must be negotiated in those states

where negotiations are mandated by law.

I would like to conclude, then, with a few sugges-

tions for the approaches to such negotiations.

First, three don'ts. These warnings cover things to

avoid in negotiations.

1. Don't get locked in by negotiating rigid class

size requirements. Many school districts have negotiated

about class size, but maximum flexibility should be retained

wherever possible, and no further concessions on class size

should be given.

2. Don't negotiate a rigid list of teacher duties.

This, like rigid class sizes, can block the ochool district

from flexibility needed to experiment with new structures

and organizations of work such as we have discussed earlier.

3. Don't negotiate new jobs and new job titles. I

alluded to this earlier in discussing differentiated staff-

ing. The warning is simply repeated here.
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There are three basic approaches which negotiators

from the staff of Educational Service Bureau have used when

approaching the problem of inserting merit pay or similar

differentiated compensation plans into school districts

where salary must be negotiated. These are discussed

briefly below:

1. glmt=ec.3.8 - The normal method of negoti-

ating salaries is for the employees to begin with a substan-

tial initial salary demand, and for the representatives of

the board to react to it with a modest response, as an

initial offer. If a new structure for compensation is to

be put into effect, however, the board representatives must

at sone point make a specific proposal for such a new struc-

ture. Therefore, one approach to negotiations is to respond

to the teachers' initial proposal by saying, "Any offer

which we make to you must be incorporated in a structure

such as we are now presenting to you. Within this struc-

ture, we can offer you 'x' percent increase."

2. General Proposals - Sometimes the nature of the

local negotiating group and the climate of negotiations will

indicate that the initial response should be with a general

proposal. Therefore, instead of bringing in a specific

structure as an initial response, the board representative

may say, "Any salary increase must be tied to some form of

recognition of individual teacher ability. On the basis

that we will have some such recognition, we will be able to

discuss a salary increase." This puts in the mind of the

teacher representatives the board's intention, leaving the

structure open to further discussion at a later period.
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3. Pi9cly-ba,A Propasals - Sometimes an effective ap-

proach will hold off the introduction of the idea of basing

salary upon merit until a later point in the negotiations.

At some psychologically proper moment (to be judged by the

negotiator) the board's representative may say, "This last

offer which we have made you is as far as we can go on

salary." The teacher representative will no doubt say, in

some form, "Oh, come on. Surely you can go a little farther?"

The board representative may then reply, "The only way we

can possibly go any farther would be to tie any additional

increases to some form of recognition of individual teacher

performance."

The trick, of course, is to find the proper psycho-

logical moment and the right words to use in a given situ-

ation. It is obviously possible, based upon the examples

shown earlier, to negotiate the salary portion of a plan

which recognizes performance. Which approach will work best

in a given situation depends upon many factors which must

be judged locally. In any case, however, a basic consider-

ation must be the teachers' desire to achieve a worthwhile

result in the negotiations. Therefore, the concept of

gaiimacala (the "something for something" concept of

negotiations) is essential here. The board representative

must maneuver the negotiations to a point where the teacher

representatives badly neta 4;omething to be given or some-

thing to be dropped from negotiations which they may be

willing to exchange for an adjustnent in the compensation

plan.

If something is gained or if some other undesirable

proposal is withdrawn, the teacheLs can then say to their
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colleagues, "Well, look what we got for you. And this pay

plan may not be too bad either."

In the Event of Iropasse - If neither side is willing

to yield to reach a voluntary agreement such as we have dis-

cussed here, then obviously they are at impasse. Negotia-

tors for ESB have found no factfinders willing to go on a

limb to the extent of detailing a specific merit plan in

their recommendations, no matter how much they might believe

in such a plan.

We have been able to persuade factfinders on occasion,

however, to go so far as to recommend that a joint study be

conducted during the life of the contract with the purpose

of coming up with a specific compensation plan to recognize

individual excellence. This plan is to be developed with

the idea that it will take effect with the ensuing agreement.

If this is the best that can be achieved, it is surely

a step in the right direction.

Conclusion

Many school boards and many school administrato feel

that the time is now right to be creative in devising new

compensation plans. The purpose of such new approaches

should be primarily to improve performance, to the end of

improved learning for children. The only sound basis for

any of the plans we have outlined here is that it will pro-

duce better education. If such plans can be put into effect,

and if they can, in fact, contribute to education, they will

have been, obviously, well worth the effort expended to get

them into effect.
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APPENDIX

Following is a salection of salary plans based

on performance and/or role differentiation from school

districts around the country. They are presented exactly

as they originally appeared in salla and Merit, one of

Educational Service Bureau's monthly subscription serv-

ices for public school administrators.

Palarv and Merit presents annual awards and prizes

to school districts who submit salary plans that are

judged outstanding by Salta and Merit's panel of experts.

The following pay plans are presented not necessarily as

award-winners, but as examples having sufficient scope

and interest to merit our attention.
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A "Master Teacher" Merit Plan

In its fourth year of operation the
"Master Teacher" merit plan, developed
by administration and teachers in the Ana-
huac Independent School District, Anahuac,
Texas, has many elements of interest.
The plan and its concepts are described
below.

Introduction

The idea of the Master Teacher plan
was conceived to offer an incentive to
teaching and to correct some of the inade-
quacies of the across-the-board salary
raise. The Anahuac School District,
through this plan, is rewarding the su-
perior teacher for excellence by placing
him on a special salary schedule.

The Master Teacher plan financially
rewards the superior teacher not only for
excellence in the classroom but also for
achievement in the creative realm of teach-
ing. A Master Teacher devotes extra
hours and possesses the courage to attempt
new innovations in order to make learning
mere exciting.

The feasibility of awarding merit pay to

teachers has been debated for years on the
grotmds of "Who can determine what is
good teaching? Or how can an individual
evaluate a profession in which there are
as many intangibles as teaching?" The
idea of merit pay has long been regarded
as an instrument to destroy the mei de

of an entire faculty. rit pay
I

has meant a teacher must compete
31)1, J1 4100" es 4iers for salary inorases.
rvo ociqk ac an takes into consideration

the o rce of the )past and provides a
pitm woUtla put tient raiaes on on indi-
vidual basis, ep glow competi-
tion. Under atom a teacher who
meets the basic tk k6' melts may ask for
an evaluationof his : 0 es, 640147 meet-
ing the standavils, V5Q,itf a addltiond

teacher depends on hts tob T Van GI a16m

remuneration, In mem 0

lingaese to work.
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The teacher agrees not onlyto be eval-
uated, but to work on a special project of
his choosing that would help the individual
in his teaching field. The merit plan is
geared to bring into practice new teaching
innovations and techniques.

Bm.solir meats

Any teacher with five years of teaching
experience (the two preceding ones in the
Anahuac District) and teaching at least
four classes may make applioation to be
evaluated over a period of one year. (A
librarian would meet the same general re-
quirements in the library field. )

Proleot Replations

A project will be done in the teacher's
teaching field.

A project will be an individualized en-
terprise, consequently no team or group
projects will be approved.

Each project should reflect some
thought as to the feasibility of being used
annually in the district's curriculum.

Projects may be of a statistical nature
but must be supported with hard data.

Procedure

After the application has been filed with
the teacher's principal,the appliout meets
with the evaluating committee which is
composed of the superintendent, three
principals, and the director of special ser-
vices. The eleven evaluatIon areas are
discussed in full; the special project is
outlined and approved.

The teacher is visited a minimum of
ten times and a maximum of twenty times
each school year,

In January the fall applicant and the
committee discuss the progress of the



teacher; at this time the teacher is in-
formed of his weak points.

Some applicants desire to starttheir
evaluation during the spring semester, thus
affording them the summer to work on
their special projects.

In June the committee presents the fin-
al evaluation, and if the teacher scores as
high as 110 out of the maxim= 145 points,
or a librarian 92 out of 120, he will be
placedonthe Master Teacher salary scale.

Salary Scale

For the first three years, the salary
scale will be $500 per year above the regu-
lar schedule. During the third year the
teacher may apply for another major eval-
uation and, if usccessful, receive an ad-
ditional $400 per year for the next three
years.

Three years later the process may be
repeated for an additional $400per year
for the next three years, to bring the tote
Master Teacher merit pay to $1300.
For example:

1st year evaluaton $ 000.00

1st three-year period
as a Master Teacher 500.00

2nd three-year period
as a Master Teacher 400.00

3rd three-year period
as a Master Teacher

Ten Years Total

400.00

$ 1300.00

It is not mandatory that a twher apply
for additional merit pay every three years.
An individual may determine the amount
of time between salary increases.

zukod, Ellettn.
After a teacher is receiving merit pay,

he is evaluated on a seoondazy evaluation
scale periodically to make sure the high
quality of work is continued. A new pro-

jeot is not required until the next major
evaluation period, but the original project
should be continued and improved upon.

If a teacher falls below the required
standard, a conference is held and the
situation discussed with tiw teacher by the
committee. If the quality is not improved,
the teacher is dropped from the Master
Teacher salary scale immediately.

Suzza

This plan has achieved in part the fol-
lowing desired results:

1. Developed a better and more con-
cise understanding between administrators
and faculty members as to what constitutes
good teaching and the better use of teach-
ing materials to implement the individual
effort;

2, Rewarded the teacher who has put
forth the extra effort in order to obtain
professional excellence; elevated this indi-
vidual out of the lock-step salary category;

3. Awakened all the members of the
faculty and forced each one to examine his
professional dedication; even if r teaeher
chooses not to participate, it still obligates
him to a personal introspection of his abil-
ity. When this takes place, the entire dis-
triot benefits, not just the merit teachr

4. Required the individual to take the
initiative if a higher salary was desired;
every teacher has an opportunity to ad-
vance at his own will and speed and is no
longer dependent upon others for a higher
salary or professional standing;

5. Ailowed good teachers the opportu-
nity to stay in the classroom, rather than
leave tue profession; also allowed people
to stay in the classroom, rather than go
into administrationwhich is done many
thnes for higher salary, rather than a de-
sire to te an administrator;

6. Prompted merit people to work



"Master Teacher"

toward higher degrees, to attend more
workshops, to work more diligently on
construction and upgrading of curriculum
guides.

7. Showed the taxpayers that manage-
ment was not willing to continue giving only
arbitrary raises, and that some teachers
deserved a higher salary because of merit,
rather than longevity;

8. Assisted the district in retaining
the services of progressive and innovative
teachers;

9. Gave the master teachers a sense
of pride and accomplishment for excellence
in one's chosen field.

The program is not tmiversally aooep-

To

From

Dear Sir:

tad by the faculty; there are some who still
have reservations. Their reasons are (1)
some do not want to risk failure, so are
waiting and evaluating themselves before
making application; (2) others do not want
to devote the extra time to write up the
special project and feel they can better use
the time in other ways; and (3) some are
satisfied withtheir present salary schedule.
They consider themselves good teachers
and feel no reason to prove it.

In the final analysis, the merit plan has
demonstrated that merit pay is feasible in
the public schools and that excellence can
be rewarded without overloading the admin-
istrators and disrupting the faculty.

The application form on which a teacher
applies for evaluation for "Master Teacher"
status is shown below. Samples of the
evaluation forms used by Anahuac maybe
reOested from Anahuac Independent School
District, P.O. Box 369, Anahuac, Texa s
77514.

ANAIMAC INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

EVALUATION REQUEST
FOR

MASTER TEACHERS MERIT PAY

anr"176Thigfariiiij

I wish to be evaluated during the school year of
date for Master Teacher Merit Pay,

My special project will be

(Please fill out in

duplioate)

as a condi-



Some Models for Differentiated Staffing
By Dr. Harold Kaplan

We will now present some typical
models of differentiated staffing presently
in operation. Each model has its own basic
philosophy and both models differ consider-
ably in details and in functions of personnel
and roles of administration. However,
both models were developed aroundthe core
idea that teaching jobs can be defined at dif-
ferent levels based on the difficulties of
'tasks assigned and the concomitant respon-
sibility factors.

Traditional Structure
As a further prelude to understanding

differentiated staffing let us look at the
traditional structure and the newer ap-
proach of a teacher hierarchy (Diagram .1 -
see page 13). The traditional structure rep-
resents the teachers at the bottom and su-
perposed above the teachers is the typical
administrative power structure leading to
the Board of Education. On the other hand
we also present a newer role for teacher
and administrator in our hierarchy.

In reviewifig the models set forth here,
we are indebted to Mr. Fenwick English,
whose concepts have been embodied in the
following discussion.

The typical pyramid structure becomes
less acceptable with the addition of a teach-
er hierarchy on the school structure. The
decision-making process must be re-
designed. The new teacher roles out across
some motions and exclude others. Many
administratms fail to realize that teacher
differentiation can occur only with a re-
lated re-organization of the administrative
structure. This occurs because all roles
become internlated and interdependent.
Some administrators propose a (differen-
tiated staffing plan as an adjunot to but out-
side the power pyramid. Thus, some ad-
ministrators believe the addition of depart-

ment heads to be a form of differentiated
staffing. This arrangement does not change
the structure, it merely enlarges it. Be-
cause they are added to the structure,
teachers see them as non-teaching roles
and functions of administration. We must
understand that to solve the dilemma of
teachers, we must offer real career incen-
tives, and must provide an organization that
can (1) pay some teachers what top admini-
strators earn, and (2) take organizational
advantage of talents in creating improved
education by more involvement of teachers
in the decision-making process, as it
affects their roles.

Board's Role
In any effort toward developing a differ-

entiated staff, an important role will be
played by the board. Boards must recog-
nize that teachers cannot create new and
different educational programs with a dif-
ferentiated teaching staff without greater
flexibility from the administration and
Board policies and procedures. Board pol-
icies should be general and offer a greater
range of possibilities in the experimenta-
tion stage. The Board should not demand
strict controls. These produce a rigid or-
ganization and climate, neither of which is
conducive to innovation or flexibility.

The Board must tolerate a greater
range of exper4mentation and be willing to
invest in promising educat.onal ideas imow-
ing that some may fail. Administrators
must learn to live with more role vulner-
ability and shed, honestly and candidly, the
mantle of the instructional "expert" which
so few possess. The administrator is the
generalist, who enhances and promotes the
career of the specialist. Administrators
will continue to be justly criticized as long



Models for Differentiated Staffing

as they try to tell the specialists how to
perform their jobs.

If learning and teaching are the heart of
the school, a differentiated teaching staff
must capture mid hold the resources of the
organization to this purpose. We present a
model of a Differentiated Stating Plan, to-
gether with a brief description of the roles.
(See page 16)

Associate Teacher

The Associate Teacher is the beginner,
the first year teacher. His teaching load is
lighter and less demanding than that of the
Staff Teacher. We make the assumption
that the beginner is less sophisticated in
methodology and in pupil diagnosis than his
more experienced counterparts.

Staff Teacher
The Staff Teacher is an experienced

teacher, probably with tenure. This is a
highly experienced and seasoned teacher,
one who can offer a wide range of instruc-
tional talent in his discipline. The Staff
Teacher, may be a specialist in several
learning modes, but would, in most cases,
be expert in only one, as for example small
group instruction.

Senior Teacher
The Senior Teacher is a learning engi-

neer, a specialist in the diagnosis of learn-
ing problems and in the relation of new
teaching strategies to the needs of the
learners. This teacher has undergone
intensive, advanced training in a subject or
skill area. Taus, with many years of
practical experience, he can offer to other
teachers tested ideas for the improvement
of learning and teaching.

Master Teacher

The Master Teacher is first a good
teacher, though not perhapa the outstanding
teacher as in the case of the Senior Teach-
er. The Master Teacher is a scholar in
his field. He possesses the training and
technical know-how to apply promising re-
search-tested ideas to improve education.
This will require a sound grounding in re-
search and a knowledge of how people adopt
innovations. The Master Teacher and the
Senior Teacher form a "self-renewal', unit
in a subject of skill area. These two per-
sons feed into the school a steady flow of
relevantnew practices and curriculum con-
tent to keep the school abreast of the times
and thereby avoid much of the content and
instructional obsolescence so common in
schools today. This does not mean a stif-
ling of teacher creativity since no one has
a market en that commodity, rather a bet-
ter, formal system of fostering teacher
creativity and nurturing it more quickly
than is possible today.

Paraprofessionals
A number of paraprofessional positions

are included in the plan. Usually teachers
are required to perform a number of non-
professional tasks, usually clerical or
secretarial in nature. The performance of
these tasks is a waste of professional time
and talent, and highly inefficient and ex-
pensive. Teachers should welcome the em-
ployment of paraprofessionals to eliminate
these classroom chores. If we can replace
the teacher with a paraprofessional, with-
out loss in effectiveness, then he should be
replaced. The job of the teacher is to as-
sure that learners learn. This he does by
diagnosing, prescribing, analyzing, en-
couraging, criticizing, and developing
young people to become effective learners.
These tasks require the unique judgment of
one human being in working with another:
This is the essence of the teacher's tasks.



A Differentiated Staffing Model
By Dr. Harold Kaplan and Dr. H. W. Handy

There are many strategies that could
be employed by a school district to imple-
ment a differentiated staffing model based
on changed roles and responsibility. The
major criteria to be considered are the
uniqueness and particular needs of the
school system, the ability to staff all roles
and the definition of tasks. The model de-
tailed below represents one approach that
might be conridered.

In this model, the reorganization of
staff is based upon skills demonstrated by
the teacher and the level of program deci
sion-making. It is not centered around a
fixed pupil-teacher ratio nor upon the self
contained classroom, nor would it be based
upon seniority or accumulation of college
credits. Career advancement would be de-
pendent upon success and involvement in
program needs and interaction wi th
students.

The proposed staffing model is con-
ceived for an elementary school of at least
300 pupils. 1

Program Leader
1. His responsibilities and activities

would include: translate the district 's
goals into objectives by the school build-
ing staff; assist the Administration and
Board in clarifying and rank-ordering goals
for the district.

This model was originally developed by
Dr. Patrick Lynch, professor of educational
administration at Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity, and the writer,

2. Organize the staff to develop and
organize programs to accomplish objectives
and target outcomes.

3. Identify elements needed for accom-
plishing programs and program outputs.

4. Assist in the development of pro-
cesses necessary for monitoring the pro-
gram and output; help design the appro-
priate evaluative methodology and instru-
ments.

5. Lead the team of professionals to
determine maximal use of their talents and
abilities to accomplish the programs iden-
tified.

6. Interpret the program to the
Central Administration, Board, and Com-
munity.

7. Provide feedback from program and
learnirg output to the Administration and
Board.

8. Seek outside assistance as needed
by the professional staff for required ex-
pertise.

9. Help evaluate fellow professionals
in the team; as Team Leader he would cause
continuous evaluation of professionals with-
in the staff; help the district build a staff
evaluation system.

10. Provide a continuous flow of feed-
back on learning output to the building staff.
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Be responsible for developing a
Program Budget with the technical assis-
tance of the School Manager, The Program



FLOW CHART DEPICTING DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING MODEL

H. W. Handy

Program Leader Diagnostician

Programmer

Instructor School Manager

VisrmilKilaMO

Instructional
Materials
Specialist

Assistant
Instructor

Subprofessional
Assistants
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Leader and his professional staff would
build the program, estimate cost and sub-
mit same to the administration. When the
program cost was approved by the admin-
istration, the major allocative functions
would be completed. The School Manager
would then be delegated to implement the
budget in the school.

12. Be evaluated by his staff and by
the central administration on the basis of
the attainment of his subsystem's output.

13. He would be a year-round em-
ployee. His position would be at the top of
the reward scale. His skills could allow
him to become a District Program Leader.

School Manager
1. This member of the team would as-

sure thx.: the Program Staff functioned with
least concern about logistics. His direc-
tion would come primarily from the Pro-
gram Leader. He would be accountable to
the administration also for routine manage-
ment matters. His thrl is to serve the
team so that they can develop maximum
output from the program.

2, tIe would execute the program
budget agreed upon by the professional
team of the school and the administration.
He would carry out the allocation function
according to the budget document. He wolAld.
have no power of decision over internal al-
locations of money or resources.

3.. His tasks include:
a. Building maintenance
b. Records management
c. Materials and equipment man-

agement and accountability.
d. Transportation
e. Gather and present cost data.
f. Assist the Program Leader in

developing program budgets

as requested by the Program
Leader and his professional
team. He would not make the
budget but would use his ex-
pertise in helping translate
program statements into dol-
lar figures and other re-
sources.

g. Deliver materials, supplies,
and equipment to the appropri-
ate places and people.

h. Prevent bureaucratic proce-
dures from interfering with
the program process .

i. Maintaining inventories and
supply levels.

4. Supply weekly data on resource and
dollar availability to the Program Leader
and staff to keep them current on what re-
sources remain for each program.

5. Provide maintenance and cost in-
formation for the Central Administration
for accountability purposes.

6. He would be a year-round em-
ployee. He would not be in a step on the
program career ladder.

7. He would be evaluated primarily by
the Program Leader and the professional
teams and secondarily by the central ad-
ministration.

8. He evaluates maintenance and cus-
todial personnel serving the school.

Programmer
1. This professional level is directly

under the Program Leader in the career
ladder. The Programmer is evaluated by the
Program Leader and is responsible to him.

2. The Programmer adapts oonclptual
areas to proper sequences of learning pat-
terns.



3. He plans branching in the program
tasks so as to adapt to different learning
speeds and power.

4. He plays a leading role in trans-
lating district goals into learning objec-
tives.

5. He advises the Program Leader
when to seek outside expertise in adapting
conceptual areas to program requirements.

6. He demonstrates the program se-
quence and branching capability to Instruc-
tors and Assistant Instructors.

7. He translates feedback experience
from previous programs and student learn-
evaluations into the sequence of expected
learning behaviors for appropriate levels of
student achievement and ability. His profes-
sional behavior must be modified and in-
fluenced by the Diagnostician and the In-
structors.

8. He decides when and how to use
technological applications in the programs.

9. His performance is evaluated by
the Program Leader and the Instructors on
the Professional Team.

10. He evaluatos Instructor and Assis-
tant Instructor performance. He also as-
sists the Program Leader in Evaluating the
School Manager,

11. His term of employment shouldbe
for at least 10 months, or more if the dis-
trict can provide the resources.

Maguostidan
1. 'this professional operates at or

near the level of the Programmer. He con-
sults with the Programmer to build programs
adapted to student characteristics: learning
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speed, conceptual power, verbal ability, ex-
perience background, and prior achievement
level.

2. He advises the Program Leader
and the staff on student characteristics so
that program sequences and branching are
properly designed and executed.

3. He provides data on a student's
background and achievement of the stu-
dent, to the staff, to the parent and to the
district administration.

4. He monitors the learning system to
determine whether each student is accom-
modated in the program branches provided.

5, He along with the Program Leader
directs the staff in designing the evaluation
system for the program,

6. He organizes and administrates the
feedback system for student learning output
to the staff and central administration.

7. He interprets the subsystem evalu-
ation program to the administration and
coordinates it with any additional district
information feedback requirements.

8. He provides and maintains liaison
between teachers and parents. He assists
the Progrem Leader in interpreting pro-
grams to the community.

9. He works under the direction of the
Program Leader to monitor the outwit et
instructional system.

10. He helps the Programmer design a
program which is oriented to occupational
preparation.

11. He employs technology to asstst
in system and student evaluation and ad-
vises the Program Leader and Programmor
in selecting instructional technology.



12. He helps evaluate the School Man-
ager, Instructors and Assistant Instructors ,

as well as the Programmer.

13. He is evaluated by the Program
Leader primarily, and secondarily by the
Programmer, Instructors and Assistant.

14. He is employed for ten months.

Instructor
1. 'rids professional helps the Pro-

grammer geld Program Leader select con-
ceptual areas t/o be programmed. Instruc-
tors collectively recommend conceptual
areasto be programmed according to the ob-
jectives established for the school.

2, The Instructor works under the
direction of Program Leader and Pro-
grammer in translating district goals into
objectives for the sehool.

3. The Instructor reduces 'broad ob-
jectives into smaller scale, operational-
ized objectives.

4. The Instructor helps the Pro-
gTammer design programs to accomplish,
long and short range objectives for the
school.

5, lie diagnoses the individual pupil's
characteristics and prior learning output.

6. He adapts a program to the indi-
vidual pupil based upon the pupil's learning
characteristics.

7. He modifies the program with the
help of the Programmer to his pupil's learn-
ing characterieties.

S. He searches kirnew materials that
enhance the conceptual sequence andthrust

9. He monitors the) pupil learning pro-
cess and output and r ep arts these to the
Diagnostician and Programmer.

10. He uses technology selected for
the program and adapts it where necessary
to the learner.

11. He advises the Programmer on the
feasibility of technologr in programs, in ac-
cordance with his knowledge and expe lenee.

12. He is evaluated by the Programmer
and Diagnostician.

13. He assists the staff in evaluation of
the Program Leader,Programmer, School
Manager, and Assistant Instructors.

14. He and the Assistant Instructors
evaluate the sub-professionals.

15. He must have a strong competence
in at least one subject matter area before
joining the professional team.

16. He serves for a ten month period.

Assistant Instructor
1. This staff member works under the

direction of the instructor and the Program
Leader.

2, Ms chief duties are to work with
individual students and groups of students
as dictated by pvegram design. These
duties include:

a. Adapt technology to the individual or
group, if necessary, under aninstruc-
tor's direction.

b. Monitor student progress through the
program sequences and branches.

c. Administer pre- and post-test meas-
ures and other required observations of



student learning patterns and report
these to Instructors,

d, Counsel with students in overcoming
learning difficulties.

e. Secure and UV) additional materials
to enrich a sequence, or to fill in con-
ceptual gaps.
Report to the Diagnostician any unusual
new data on the individual's learning
experience.
Shift students from one branch to
another with the consent of the Instruc-
tor and Diagnostician.

3. He implements the technology cho-
sen for the program.

4. He secures new materials and
seeks new technology applicable to the pro-
grams,

5. He helps the Instructor identify and
define conceptual areas relevant to the
school's chosen objectives.

6. He involves students in the discus-
sion of existhlg and proposed learning ob-
jectives and reports these findings to In-
structors.

7. With the other professionals he
helps translate district goals into objec-
tives and helps operationalize objectives
into short term learning targets.

8. He suggests modification in the
program evaluation plan to the Instructors
and Programer.

9. He helps the Diagnostician design a
school evaluation program for individual
students,

10, He is evaluated by Instructors,
Programers, Program Leader, and Diag-
nostician.

11. He helps the staff evaluate the Pro-

gram Leader, Program mers , school
Manager, Diagnostician and Instructors.

12, He along with Instructors evalu-
ates the non-professionals,

13. He must demonstrate a strong
competence in at least one subject matter
area.

14. He is on duty for ten months.

Instructional Materials Specialist
1. In terms of responsibility and sal-

ary compensation, this professional team
member functions at the Assistant Instruc-
tor or Instructor level. Primarily his role
is to provide effective backup for the teach-
ing-learning team by supplying learning
materials for the use of professionals, sub-
professionals, and students.

2. Searches for (and obtains) new
materials and technology and reports on
thel possibilities and relevance to the pro-
gram area to all professional team mem-
bers. This is a bigh order demand for this
person.

3. He manages the learning materials
center and inventory to make these maxi-
mally useful to staff and students. This is
next in importance,

4. Assists in arranging the technology
to the program.

5. His duties must be organized to-
ward making programs work. He is not
running his (her) own program hut is assist-
ing in the team effort. Guarding materials
or hoarding them is not expected behavior,

6. He designs a system of informative
flow from available sources (such as ERIC
centers, regional computer memory banks,
automated libraries) to the professional
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staff aad student. He instructs staff and
students on how to use suoh resources.,

7. He is evaluated by all members of
the professional stafL

8, He assists M evaluating all other
members of the staff.

9. The IA Specialist serves for 940
months,

SubProfessional Assistants
1. The role of these people is to as-

sist the student under the direction of the
Assistant Instructor and Instructor in the
following ways:

a. Help the student use the technology
available.

b. Bring to the student's attention mate-
rials appropriate for his program . se-
quence and branch which the I. M.
Specialist has identified and made
available.

c. Monitor student progress and report
tt to the Assistant Instructor.
Aid the professional staff in the evalu-
ation process within his competence.

e. Keep records of students.
Bring to the attention of the Diagnos-*

tician certain home or learning dif-
ficulties encountered by the student.
If requested by the Diagnostician or
Instructor,serve as an outreach work-
er to the student's family or neighbor-
hood,

h. Assist in the counseling process when
requested by the Diagnostician or In-
structor
Serve as a contact with the student's
neighborhoods when requested by the
Diagnostician, Program Leader, or a
member of the central administration,
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2. The SPA serves, secondarily, with
tasks such as transportatim, feeding of
students, building monitoring, when request-
ed by the School Manager.

3. The SPA assists the Instructor and
Assistant Instructor in student activities, as
required.

4. The SPA is evaluated by the In-
structor and Assistant Instructor. The
position is not part of the career ladder
system.

5. The SPA serves for as long as
necessary up to a period of 9 months per
year. No certification is required. Train-
ing for this position is in the system only.
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A Superrnaximum Salary Plan
Needham Public Schools

Needham, Massachusetts

In Needham , M ass achus ette , the purpose
of a super-maximum provision on the salary
schedule is to provide a means of recogniz-
ing the outstanding performance of the
classroom teacher who has reached mud-
mum on the present salary schedule.

A teacher who wishes to apply for a su-
per-maximum salary increment must com-
plete an application form prior to November
16 of any academic year. A significant part
of this form is a statement by the teacher
explaining why he feels that he is effective
enough as a teacher to deserve being placed
on the first step of the super-mwdmum.

Sometime before March 1, the building
principal where the teacher is placed and the
director of the subject area in which the
teacher works submit to the superintendent
their written evaluations of the teacher and
his work, with a statement approvingor dis-
approving the teacher's placement on the
super-mwdmum. These statements are
written without any collaboration on the part
of the administrators concerned.

If the administrators agree in their eval-
uation of the teacher, the superintendent
usually accepts the recommendation and
recommends to the school committee that
placement on step one of the super-maxi-
mum be approved. If the recommendations
differ, the superintendent has a meeting
with the administrators concerned to work
out differences of opirion and to arrive at a
uniform recommendation.

On the elementary level, the principal
of the school and the elemmtary supervisor
make separate recommendations. If a
teacher is denied step one, he is granted an
interview by the superintendent or his rep-
resentative, at which time the reasons for
the refusal are spelled out to the candidate.
The following year another evaluation is
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made of the candidate and his specified
weaknesses, and if they have been over-
come, the teacher is recommended for a
step on the super-maximum for the follow-
ing year. This process continues indefinite-
ly until the candidate makes the grade or
requests to have his name removed from
further consideration for super-maxlmum.

There is a separate evaluation made for
each one of the three steps on the super-
maximum, so that various teachers might
carry through to step one or to step two or
to step three of the super-maximum. Once
a candidate achieves step one, he is con-
sidered automatically a candidate for step
two of the super-maximum the following
year, and the same arrangement goes from
step two to step three.

Criteria
The Needham School Committee en-

dorees the following statement: "For ex-
cellence in teaching there are exacting qual-
ifications of character, personality, ability,
and preparation. No one of these by itself
is significant; but In combination they should
become evident in the outstanding perfor-
mance of the teacher of long service. More
is expected from the candidate who has
reached after many years of competent ser-
vice that place on the salary schedule where
his matured talents of special skills will
continue to be felt. It should be noted that
this instrument does not attempt to list or
limit the characteristics to be considered."

The following steps have been approved
by the Needham School Committee:

1. A teacher who has reached the max-
imum step on the salary schedule may make
a personal application for evaluation for ea-
per-maximum during the maximum year.



SALARY SCHEDULE

Needham Public Schools

September 1969

te2 BA MA MA+15 Doctorate_ ,

1 $ 6,000 $ 7,300 $ 7, 900 $ 8,660

2 7, 050 7,550 8, 150 8,850

3 7, 300 7,800 8,400 9, 100

4 7, 700 8, 200 8,800 9 500

5 8, 000 8,500 9, 100 9, 800

6 8,300 8,800 9, 400 10, 100

7 8, 700 9,200 9, 800 10,500

8 9, 100 9,600 10, 200 1.0,900

9 9, 600 10,100 10, 700 11,400

10 10, 100 10,600 11, 200 11, 900

11 10, 600 11,100 11,700 12,400

12 11, 100 11,600 12, 200 12,900

tper-modmum
1 11,500 12, 000 12, 600 13,300

2 12, 000 12,500 13, 100 13,800

3 12, 500 13,000 13, 600 14,300

Applicant

School

Application for
Super-maximum Increment

Date

Applicant's statement to the superintendent: (Please make your applications sufficiently com-
plete to satisfy the purpose and criteria for super-maximum.)

[Ed. Note: original site of application form is standard 8-1/2" by 11"1

Sired

Mail to the superintendent on or before November 15



Differential Responsibility Schedule in
Montgomery County, Maryland, Schools

The differential responsibility schedule
(DRS) in Montgomery County, Maryland,
now appears to be facing a bright future.

With most teachers in the county well-
informed of the schedule, the Montgomery
County Board of Education has initiated the
program in numerous schools this year with
elaborate plans for extension of the pro-
gram in coming years.

Pilot projects from which dissemination
and transplanting is expected to progress
throughout schools of the county are under-
way or are planned for 1970-71 at numerous
elementary, middle, junior high, and high
schools.

The unique aspect of this differentiated
staff plan is the adaptation of the idea to
each local school and local staff. At one
elementary school, the staff has identified
pupil self-direction, inquiry learning skills,
and enhanced self-perception as particular
needs. Reorganization of conteht for prob-
lem solving has been accomplished and
learning centers for individual and group
study have been implemented.

Teacher roles have been defined in as-
cending order as Interns, Certified Teach-
ers, Team Leaders, Curriculum Coordina-
tor, and Administrator, supplemented by
Aides and Community Volunteers.

Another elementary school is listed as
a Teacher Education Centers There the ca-
reer ladder patterns have been established
in an ascending progression from Parepro-
feasionals tn Interns, Assistants and Asso-
ciates in Teacher Education, Teacher Edu-
cation Coordinator and Principal. This
school has already established a salary plan
related to levels of responsibility and ex-
pertise, for use when the model for this
teacher education center has beenin opera-
tion throughout 1970-1971, as follows:

T ea chr,s Role Maximum
Intern $ 7,314
Assistant in Teacher Ed. 14,007
Associate in Teacher Ed. 14,559
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At a middle school, the following needs
have been identified: training for staff in
managing fle:dble use of time to provide for
various modes of student grouping; use and
development of multimedia instructional
practices; group interaction techniques; and
use of paraprofessionals.

At one high school, aides are in use in
the instructional materials center and in
both the English and Math departments.
Plans for 1970-71 include assigning aides
to other academic departments. The board
report to the public and the teachers states:
"Every Means available must be brought to
bear on 'the members of this closely knit
faculty to present them the case for the ad-
vantages that might aucrue from the differ-
entiated staffing concept. . . . Differentials
of this particular staff may well involve a
program of voluntary transfer or possibly a
grandfather clause to cover those teachers
already a part of the staff. "

A new elementary school, opening in the
fall, of 1970, "will be staffed with personnel
expressing a desire to participate in pro-
grams of staff differentiation and qualifying
for a staffing modelwithteacher roles rang-
ing from Nontmure Teacher, Teaoher 1,
Teacher fl, Teacher MI a Coordinator of
Programs, Business Managee and Princi-
pal. "

A new junior high school will open in
September 1971. "This school will be
staffed with personnel expressing a desire
to participate in programs of staff differenti-
ation. During 1970-71, known models will
be studied" and differentiation established
during "seminar meetings conducted by staff
of the MCPS with three days of outside oon-
sultant help. "



A blueprint for implementation of DRS
"throughout the county (180 schools)" was
recently unveiled when the Board of Educa-
tion formally adopted a proposal summary
supporting a request for supplemental fund-
ing from HEW under Program Code 52:
"More Effective School Personnel Utiliza-
tion."

Each local school will strive to deter-
minethe needs and goals of the students, and

on the basis of these needs and goals deter-
mine the roles to be performed by its teach-
ers and paraprofessional personnel in the
school staffing structure,

An intensive examination of student needs
and goals, the report states, "should lead
to teacher roles with different performance
criteria. . . then, salary levels will be es-
tablished relative to the responsibility and
expertise reciOired of the position. "

Differentiated Staffing Model With Emphasis on Learning Theory

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Administrator

Curriculum Coordinator
OD MO NO =1 .10 WI

Primary Team Leader

Certified Teachers (3)

1

Intern

Aide

.111111. a mi

Middle Team Leader

Certified Teachers (3)

Aide

Upper Team Leader

Certified Teachers (ill

011.11MMININIIII

Intern
111=1111jiill

Community Volunteers
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The Merit Pay Plan
Of Milford, New Hampshire

The Milford, New Hampshire, nmerit
evaluation programft has been in operation
since January 1966, and is pr ov ing to be
successfd for both teachers and administra-
tors. The important features are described
in this arilole. Of particular importance is
the procedure used for establishing merit:

Mach tekther is evaluated according to
a predetermined schedule. The evaluation
committee meets inNovember and inMarch
to give a composite rating for each staff
member. InNovember, the teacher is noti-
fied of his evaluation by his department
chairman and in March by a committee
report. After each rating, the teacher is
encouraged to appeal any decision that he
disagrees with to the supervisory board.
If the teacher is not s ati fi ed with the
results of that hearing, he is encouraged to
appeal to the school board. This method
provides a system of checks and balances
for the totalprogram. If the board received
a sufficient number of valid complaints,
they can be well assured the administration
is not doing its job well. {,

The plan has been r evised each year
and is still working with success. Success
is evident in high staff morale as a result of
involvement in planning and community sup-
port for increased salaries for teachers.

The Plan
Here is the merit pay plan as Milford

describes it:

The purpose is to encourage individual
initiativb, instructional improvement and
the recruitment and retention of superior
teachers by a system of salary payments
eemmensitrate with performance.

The Merit Evaluation of Teachers pro-
gram is reviewed annually by a standing
committee of tw elve (12) members. The
committee reports to the school board by

December let each year, on proposed
changes in the salary scale or other changes
which could have a major effect on the
budget.

I. Nlembershte

A. The Committee consists of six (6)
representatives of element ary
schools and six (6) representatives
of secondary schools.

B. Elementary members are selected
to provide proportionate represen-
tation from schools.

C. Membership is for a three (3) year
term, expiring on June 30th of the
third year.

D. Membership rotates among the staff,
retiring two (2) elementary and two
(2) secondary teachers e a ch year
who have completed their three (3)
year term.

E. New members are selected by the
eight (8) remaining members of
the committee in September,pre fer-
ably from volunteers.

P. New members must have at least
one year and preftrabiy two (2)
years employment in the District,

0, If a member leaves the district or
resigns from the committee before
his term e xp I r e a, the committee
selects a new member to complete
the term,

II. Chainnshi

6'3
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A, The chairman is elected iy the com.
mittee from its membership at the
first meeting in the Pall following
the selection of new members,



B. An Assistut Chairman is elected
after the election of the Chairman,
andis selected from the elementary
teachers if the Chairman is from
secondary or vice versa.

C. If the Chairman resigns or cannot
perform his duties the Assistant
Chairman becomes Chairman and a
new Assistant Chairman is elected.

III, Duties of officers

A . The Chairman conducts all meetings
keeps all records and reports and
acts as liaison between the adminis-
tration and the committee, presents
a w rit t en annual report to the
teachers.

B. The Assistant Chairman assumes
the duties of the Chairman whenever
the Chairman is unable to perform
his duties, and takes minutes of the
meetings.

ADMINIS TEA TION

I. Personnel involved

Secondary Level

Superintendent
Principal
Vice-Principal
Curriculum Co-
ordinator
Department Head

II. Visitations

Elementary Level

S uperintendent
Teacher Consultant

Principal

A. The visitations should be made
between March and March of the
following year. By th0 end of this
time or a little before, (suggested
date - February 15) a letter should
be sent out to the pe6ple involved
that are not to have their contracts
renewed.

B. A teacher s h all be evaluated in a
variety of classes,

Number of visitations nimu m)
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1. Te ac he r s just out of college

a. First ear: Secondary 20
uperintendent 3,

PrIncipal 5, V I ce Princi-
pal 2, Curriculum Coordi-
nator 5, Department Head 5.)

Elementary - 13 visits
(Superintendent 3, Princi-
pal 5, Department Head 5. )

Second and TWAY ar: Seem
- 10 v s ts (Super-

intendent 1, P ri no i pal 2,
Vice Principal 1, Curricu-
lum Cnordinator 2, Depart..
ment Head 4.)

2. Teachers new to the system but
certified and with more than three
years of experience.

a. Firtzear: Secondary - 12
vi sits (Superintendent 1,
Principal 2, Vice Princi-
pal 1, Curriculum Coordi-
nator 3, Department Head 5. )

Elementary - 12 visits
(Superintendent 2, Princi-
pal 5,Teaoher Consultant 5

b. Sec ndandThirdYear. Sec.
ondary - 10 v sits (Super.
intendent 1, Principal 2;
Vice Principal 1, Curricu-
lum Coordidator 2, Depart-
ment Head 4.)

3. Certified te ache r within the
system on continuing contract,

Secondary - 9 visits (Super-
intendent 1, Principal 1,
Vice Principal 1, Curricu-
lum Coordinator 2, Depart-
ment Head 4.)

Elementary - 9 visits
(Superintendent 1, Princi-
pal 8, Teacher Consultant 5)



',Evaluations

A. Each administrator writes an
evaluation of the classroom visita-
tion, (See sample sheet, page 12)

B. Duplicate copies go to the teacher
and for the file

C, The evaluation $ he et used in the
classroom evaluation is to be given
to the teacher on the day of the
evaluation, and said sheet is to be
folded, stapled, and left in the
teachers mailbox.

D. Conferencewill take place following
visitations upon request by either
party, within a reasonable Vane.

E. Period of time for observation -at
least 20 minutes.

F. A process for self-evaluation should
be made.

IV. Decisions as to merit rating

A. Decision will be made by a con-
census of evaluators.

B. Teachers will be rated by the evalu-
ation committe e in terms of the
increase in salary that they are to
be awarded.

1. Yearly salary increases will be
from $0,00 to $800.00 in mul-
tiples of $100.00.

C. Mid-year report

1. Teachers will be given a mid-
year report during the first two
weeks ofJanuary, This will be
done by conference,

2. In the secondaq school con-
ferences will be 1...eld by Depart-
ment Heads and in the elemen-
tary school by the principal and
teacher consultant,

all evaluators at the request of the
teacher,

CRITERIA TO BE CONSIDERED

IN AN EVALUATION

Deilning a Good Teacher

I. Personal_stalitieslemilmmWIEW*10

A. Strong basic character
1. Reliable
2. Flexible
3. Honest

B. Good mental and phy si cal health
1. Emotionally stable
2. Functional good health

C. Personal qualities w hi oh promote
good human relations
1 Tactful
2. Sound judgment
3. Sense of humor
4. Gives and receives respect
5. Friendly
6. Fair

D. Interest and enthusiasm

n. &dee stow tralning and growth

A. Adequate tr ai n in g for the field
which is being taught
1. State certification in the field
2. Special consideration for those

teaching in minor fields

B. Additional experiences that contrib-
ute to effectiveness in teaching, e. g.
travel, work, reading, further edu-
cation

C. Active participation in professional
organizations and professional com-
mittees

Observance of professional ethics

Instructional qualities

A. Pupils are led to govern their ownD, Any grievance must be viewed before behavior in a constructive manner



and actin accordance to democratic

B. Learning situations are organized
and objectives classified so pupils
understand the purpose of the course
or activity.

C. The teacher uees effective tech-
niques of instruction

I. Challenges, encourage s and
guides eritical thinking

2. Uses a variety ot methods and
instruction materials in pre-
senttny subject matter,

3. Adapts teaching material and
methods to the individual needs
of the pupils.

4. Encourages a high quality of
performance consistentwith the
individualts ability

5. Makes a clear reasonable
assignment

6. Develops desirable w ork and
study habits in ty..pils

7. Develops a continuing and con-

structive evaluation of pupil's
total growth,

D. Shows evideace of daily and yearly
planning in acckirdance with pre .
determined objectives.

E. Shows willingness to try new mate-
rials and new methods where they
are applicable

IV Total school effectiveness

A. Administers assigned duties effec-
tively; e, g., supervisory dutie s,
playground, lunch room; extra cur-
rimier duties - class advisor

B. Shows a willingness to undertake
additional activities beyond scope 'of
those required; e.g., clubs, trips,
personal advice and ecuneeling.

C. Contributes to good school-com-
munity relationships.

CLASSROOM VISIT

Date Time Grade Level

Visited lrs Subject

Teacher

GE IERAL CONDITIONS NOTED

ifririgiion of learnin . situation
Evidence of cooperation, control, discip ine
Provision for individual differences
General student conduct, res ect, courtesy
Skill in questioning
Lesson motivation a effectiveness and.purpose
Lesson presentation a evidence of preparation
Lesson cone usion a review and assignment

SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS lesson content, procedures, techniques,
pupil reactions, etc:

4;1? [Note: Normal size of this sheet is 13{,Ixii /11 i&



MILFORD SALARY SCHEDULE

1970-71

1112 BA BA*15, 1A±22 MA mill NA+30 mA+60
0 $6,300 $6,700 $6,700 $7,000
1 6,700 6,900 60900 7,200
2 6,900 7000 7,100 7,400

3 7,100 7,300 7,300 7,600
4 7,300 7,500 7,500 7,800
5 7,500 7,700 7,700 8,000
6 7,700 7,900 7,900 8,200

7 7,900 8,100 8,100 8,400
8 8,100 8,300 8,3k... 80600

9 8,300 8,500 8,500 8,800
10 8,500 80700 8,700 9,000
11 8,700 8,900 80900 9,200
12 8,900 9,100 9,100 9,400
13 9,100 9000 9,300 90600
14 9,300 9,500 9,500 9,800
15 9,500 9,700 9,760 100000
16 9,700 90900 9,900 10,200
17 9,900 100100 10,100 10,400
18 100100 10,300 10,300 10,600
19 100300 10,500 100500 10,800
20 100400 10,700 10,700 11,000
21 11,200
22

23

24

25

26

$7,200 $7,500 $8,000

7,400 7,700 80200

7,600 7,900 8,400

7,800 8,100 8,600

8,000 8,300 8,800

8,200 81.500 9,000

8,400 8,700 9,200

8,600 8,900 9,400

8,800 9,100 9,600

9,000 9,300 9,800

9,200 9,500 10,000

9,400 9,700 10,200

9,600 9,900 10,400

9,800 100100 10,600

10,000 10,00 10,800

10,200 10,500 11,000

100400 100700 11,200

100600 100900 11,400

10,800 110100 11,600

11,000 110300 11,800

11,200 110500 12,000

11,400 110700 12,100

11,500 110900 12,400

12,100 12,600

12,300 12,800

12,400 13,000

13,200

Merit increases range from 0 to $800 in increments of 000.



A Superior Service Increment Plan

A school district in the midwest has de-
veloped the following plan for rewarding su-
perior service:

1. Superior service increments are ap-
plicable for degree personnel for steps 3
through the remainder of the schedule. The
maximum amounts for each category are
identified by the sums enclosed in paren-
theses. Superior service increments apply
to non-degree personnel in salary schedule
steps 11 through 14. The maximum amount
to be attained for non-degree superior ser-
vice is limited to 6% of the base contract
for any year and step,

2. The superior service increment is
riot automatically g:. anted.

3. Applications for consideration for
superior service increments

a. are to be made in writing by the
teachers to the superintendent of schools by
the 15th of September of any school year.
No teaoher is required to make application.

b. may be made only by personnel
who have achieved tenure status. Poi, such
persons who have just achieved tenure sta-
tus, written application for superior ser-
vice increments may first be made at the
beginning of the third consecutive year in
the school system.

4. Following receipt of the application,
a teacher will be evaluated during that cur-
rent school year. Evaluation will be made
by the immediate building principal, depart-
ment heads and, if need be, the superinten-
dent or assistant superintendent of schools.
Factors to be used in evaluation include:

Previous, and current, s uc cess in
teaching, as indicated by a consistent rating
of "above average" and "superior" on the
existing 'evaluative criteria.

- Attitude tow ard and enthusiasm for
teaching.
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- Demonstrated initiative and interest in
the improveme nt of individual teaching
skills.

- Indications or professional achieve-
ment, including publications, speaking en-
gagements, awards, etc.

Interest in assuming obligations be-
yond classroom teaching.

- Experience and training which demon-
strates adequate knowledge in the particular
individual's teaching field.

- Demonstrated professional ethics in
dealing with the students, parents, teachers
and administrators.

- A general interest in education as
shown by attendance at professional meet-
ings, extent of professional reading, parti-
cipation in visitations and workshops, etc.

5. At the close of the school year of
evaluation, each applicant will be notified
concerning h 1 s placement in the superior
service increment. The increment granted
might be of any interval between the base
contract amount and the top for a particular
step and category. The increment granted
would be added to the contract for the next
school year.

6. Once placed on a superior service
increments a teacher can expect to roceive
these increments for a period of three
years, subject to performance of the same
caliber as that during the year of evalua-
tion. By September 15th of the third year
on superior service increment, the teacher
must reapply for continuation that year.
Failure to reapply will automatically term-
inate superior service increments. Follow-
ing reapplication, a similar year of evalua-
tion will be used to determine the re-exten-
sion of superior service increments and the
amounts of such increments,
[salary schedule, evaluation charts follow]
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CONFIDENTIAL TEACHER EVALUATION RECORD

Evaluation by

Name of Teacher Grade

RATING FACTORS

School Date

EVALUATION

PREPARATION FOR CLASSROOM TEACHING. As evi.
denced by the knowledge of subject matter at the level of his
assignment; by effective daily lesson planning; by effective use
of the teaching aids at his disposal; by evidence of continued

Poor
* *

Below
Average

* *
Average

* *

Above
Average

* *
Superior

* *

growth on the job. Remarks;

2. CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT. As evidenced by the smooth
functioning of the class; by a demonstrated understanding of

causes of pupil behavior; and by the wise use of equipment and

facilities.

Poor

Remarks:

Below Above
Average Average Average Superior

I. * * * * * * * *

I. METHODS AND PROCEDURES. As evidenced by the em. Below Above

ployment of practices which consider the facts of nhild growth Poor Average Average Average Superior

and development and of individual differences; by the willing. * * * * * * * * * *

Anita +A Avrvbrittumf with nAut, MAAR! hv +11A dAirrAA And eituditv

of pupil participation; by the type of motivation for learning
provided,

Remarks

4. CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT. As evidenced by a neat and
attractive classroom; by frequently changing pictures and dis .
plays which arouse the interest and initiative of the pupils; by
well.arranged and appropriate centers of interest,

Below Above
Poor Average Average Average Superior

* * * * * * * * * *

Remarks;

5, STUDENT TEACHER RELATIONS. As evidenced by mutual
respect between pupils and teacher and enthusiasm for the
work of the class. Teacher and pupils are on a friendly give .

andatake basis.

Poor
*

Below
Average

*

Above
Average Average Superior

* *

Remarks:



3, PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH, As evidenced by phy- Below Abovesteal energy and lack of absence due to illness, Well-balanced Poor Average Average Average Superiormentally, emotionally stable, poised, and happy, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Remarks;

7. PERSONAL QUALITIES, As evidenced by personal appear-
ance, neatness, and good grooming; by a standard of conduct
which will merit the respect of the community; by evidence

Poor
pp e

Below
Average

ID 4.
Average

41 e

Above
Average
e 41

Superior
e e

of ambition, drive, and industry,
Remarks:

b. PROFESSIONAL ETHICS. As evidenced by active support of Below /Woveand membership in professional organizations; by committee Poor Average Average Average Superiorwork in ftirthering aims of the teaching profession and by a * * e * * * 0 e * estrnme twniessinnal loyalty. Tannher sees his nwn &tips in
proper educational perspective and cooperates willingly with
administration and fellow teachers. Remarks;

WWIIIIND

B. RELATIONS WITH PARENTS AND MEM. As evidenced Below Abovcby parental confidence in and community respect for the teach- Poor Average Average Average Superior
1

er; by active participation in community affairs. * * * * * 0 * * * *

Rernarka:

iv. COMPOSITE RATING, A rating based on all the factors con-
sidering all the teachers you have known and with whom you
have worked; how would you rate this teacher,

Poor
* *_----

Below
Average
* *

-

Average
0 *----,....--

Above
Average
* *

Superior
* 0

Remarks;

* A check under "Poor" must be explained under "Remarks," The basis of your evaluation for other ratings may be explainedunder "Remarks," if desired by either the teacher or the person evaluating. If yau have insufficient evidence for rating anyfector, please so state,



A Varying Schedule Salary Plan

# Basic Schedule # Career Placement

# Master Placement

A school district in the eastern part of
the country adopted a salary plan consisting
of three types of pay schedules; a basic
schedule, a career placement schedule, and
a master placement schedule.

The purpose of varying schedules for
teachers is to "r ecogni ze the quality of
teacher performance as well as the quality
of teacher tr aini ng and experience," as
stated in the school district's handbook.

By this approach, the board of education
hopes to "attract and retain top-flight teach-
ers, to recognize and reward financially the
most capable teachers, and to encourage
all teachers to extend themselves to teach
more creatively and effectively."

The salary schedules express a policy
"which the board expects to follow in fixing
salaries, but it is not a contract between
the board of education and the employees.
The board of e uc at i on will make every
reasonable effort to maintain the schedule;
however, it reserves the right to make any
additions, reducti on a, or other changes
which in its j ud gm ent may be necessary
from time to time."

The three schedules are presented here
as they appear in the handbook.

Basic Schedule
The basic schedule is the hiring sched-

ule. It includes all t e ac he r s new to the
district (probationary teachers) as well as
tenure teachers whose teaching service has
been evalukted as satisfactory,

Career Placement Schedule
Career placement is for tenure teach-

ers or probationary teachers with at least
four years of teaching experience, two of
which must have been spent consecutively
in the School Sys-
tem.

Eligibility for transfer from the basic
schedule to the career schedule requires
the following;

1. Bachelor's degree and a New Jersey
teaching certificate (Exception for certifi-
cation purposes - teachers with out-of-state
experience).

2. Evidence of profe3sional growth -
Six (6) semester hours of graduate work in
his field within the past four years, or its
equivalent, such as related research, semi-
nars, travel, etc.

3. An overall evaluation of "above sat-
isfactory" to "excellent" (see form CO-P-5
(85-R) by the administrative and supervi-
sory staff.

Master Placement Schedule
Master placement is for tenure teach-

srs or probationary teachers with at least
five years of teaching experience, two of
wW.:,.11 must have been spent consecutively
in tne School System,

Eligibility for transfer to the master
schedule requires the following:

1, Master's degree and a state teach-
ing certificate (Exception for certification

72
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purposes - teachers with out-of-state ex-
perience).

2. Evidence of professional growth (see
item 2, above).

3. An overall evaluation of "outstand-
ing" (see form CO-P-5 (65-R) by the admin-
istrative and supervisory staff.

Implementation
A. Credit for Prior Teaching or Mili-

tary Experience.

In determining the starting salary of
teachers new to the system, a maximum of
ten years including three years of military
service may be given for outside experience
or its equivalent.

B. Evaluation

Teachers will be ev aluated for
career and master placement as they be-
come eligible and subsequently every two
years.

C. Basic Schedule
1. Probationary teachers con-

sidered "satisfactory" or above will receive
a normal increment.

2. Probationary teachers consid-
ered "doubtful" may be re t aine d for one
more year with no increment or released.

3, Tenure teachers placed on tlif,
basic salary schedule who render satisfac-
tory service are eligible for the normal in-
crement of that schedule.

D. Career Placement
Teachers who qualify for transfer

from the basic schedule to career plaoement
will receive an initial increment ot $ 600
and subsequent increments of $450, pro-
vided their teaching competency and pro-
fessional development continue at that high
level.

Bo Master Placement

Teachers who qualify for transfer
to master placement will receive an initial

increment of $800 and subsequent incre-
ments of $450, provided their teachingcom-
petency and professional development con-
tinue at that high level. All master teach-
ers, except department chairmen, will be
assigned a full teaching load with a mini-
mum of non-inetructional duties.

F. Other Members of the Professional
Staff

Those specialists (nurses, guide-
ance counselors, librarians, speech thera-
pists, etc.) wbase primary responsibility
is other than el assroom instruction are
eligible for the career place,nent only.
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G. Withheld Increments

Any teacher tr an sferred to the
career or m ptste r placement who fails to
meet eligibility requirements shall receive
a partial increment, no increment, or be
returned, if necesr;ary, to the basic teach-
ers' salary schedule.

Ho Extenuating Circumstances

The superiLtendent of schorAs has
the authority to take into consideration ex-
tenuating circumstances in implementing
the above schedules.

Administration
The plan shall be administered by the

superintendent of schools with the help of
advisory committees.

The advisory committee for elementary
teachers, grades K=6, shall congist ofit

1. assistant superintendent of schools
for instruction

2. director of elementary education
3. principal of the elementary school

concerned

The advisory committee for secondary
teachers, grades 7-12, shall consist oft

1. assistant superintendent of schools
for instruction

2, director of secondary education
3, principal of the school concerned



The superintendent shall re view the
recommendations of the advisory commit-
tees for salary-guide placement, and shall
submit his recommendations to the board of
education ptior to the Easter recess.

The final decision rests with the board
of education.

Name

Assignment

The right of a te che r to review his
evaluation through channels, up to and in-
cluding the board of education, applies.

Tho above program is subject to peri-
odic review and revision by all concerned.
[Evaluation form and salary schedule follow .]

4111PiP

TEACHER EVALUATION

School

Date

1.10.11WW.

Inwrommearvemov.ip.deen "Ng sotammwmx.M=PqaMINIIII

Information regarding the performance of the above staff member, to

the present time, is herby submitted.

EVALUATION KEY

Outstanding
Excellent
Above Satisfactory
Satisfactory
Needs Improvement

I. Personal fitness for teaching
Classroom effectiveness*

III. Relationnhip with studenta
IV. Relationohip with parents
V. Relationship with staff

OVERALL EVALUATION

Dates of class visitation

Dates of follow-up with teacher

WOW**

.1.1mdsmilimummemirm.iimmoimmiummmiMmfrowswilm.

REMARKS

..ww1110=MMININ

01GiNigotioNwombal..1m.m

* This item represents the majlr part of the overall evaluation.

Notes See attached "Oritorka for
Teacher Evaluation" form for guide
to "Evaluation Key"

CO-P.5 (65R)

Signature

Position

[Note; Guide to "Evaluation Key" not included in
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Shoreline Public Schools Merit Pay Plan
Seattle, Washington

(The Shoreline Public School System of
Seattle, Washington, rewards outstanding
employee performance by placing deserving
employees in a category named "Level in",
which adds $1,008 to their Level U salary
step. Following is the school system's de-
scription of its merit pay application and
evaluation procedures.]

The primaxy objective of Level III is to
extend the salarrschedule to give outstand-
ing classroom teachers an opportunity to
earn a salary commensurate with their per-
formance and their total professional con-
tributions. The selection of teachers to re-
ceive Level III compensation is a most im-
portant and difficult task. It is believed that
this selection can best be accomplished by
a Level UI salary review board, consisting
of five members and constituted in the fol-
lowing mamier: a representative from the
central office appointed by the superinten-
dent: this member will be the chairman of
the board. A principal to be appointed by
the superintendent, one elementary teacher,
one junior high teacher, and one senior high
teacber to be appointed by the SEA presi-
dent and approved by the SEA representa-
tive council. In addition to these memhers,
any member of the school board may act as
an ex-officio member of the review board.

Classroom teachers who have met the
eligibility qualifications of Level M place-
ment are strongly encouraged to apply for
Level HI consideration. The responsibility
for initiating requests for such plaoement
rests entirely with the classroom teacher,
and is effected by the submission of a for-
mal application, together with a letter to
the superintendent of so ho ol s during the
month of November.

Experience has shown that these letters
of application are of most value to the re-
view board when they are tmstruetured as to
oontent; that is, when the candidate is free
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to include those factors related to his quali-
fications that he considers of value. It is
considered essential, however, that all let-
ters contain some referenoe by the appli-
cant to tbe leadership responsibilities of
Level ill teaohers Applicants h o ul d be
aware that the letter of application is their
first contact with the review board, and
consequently the letter should be viewed as
an important part of the seleotion process.

As indicated in the body of the teachers'
salary schedule and provisions document,
interviews will be held with the applicant
and the principal of the applicant as part of
the selection process.

Building principals are notified of those
teachers in his building who have made ap-
plieation for Level III plaoement. This not-
ification is given at least two months prior
tothe time that the building principal will be
interviewed by the review board. The in-
terview with the principal centers on the
teaching performance of the candicate and
the suc cess the candidate has in working
with pupils, teachers, auxiliary staff per-
sonnel, and parents.

During his interview with the board, the
candidate will be asked about such things as:
cultural and professional background in
light of his teaching assignment, evidence
indicative of his professional growth, ex-
pression of Ms education philosophy and ex-
amples of Now he attempts to implement it,
and about his participation in professional
activities.

It should be emphasized that selection
for Level is based primarily upon the
applicant's performance as a teacher in his
building. Participation in professional act-
ivities and contributions to extracurrictdar
programs of the school are, of course, rec-
ognized and given consideration. However,
the fundamental question the review board



is attempting to answer is; flow effective
is this person as a classroom teacher ?
Teachers should be aware, too, that the
length of service in ar e a of competency
(referenoe here is to secondary school per-
sonnel) is Important to Level ta placement.
The applications of candidates teaching in
areas other than that of the major areu of
preparation and tho e of candidates who
have taught at a given educational level for
less than thre e years, are given careful
scrutiny.

As indicated earlier, a teacher Wittates
his application for Level UI placement in
November of any given school year. During
the months of March, April and May, inter-
views will be held with the applicants and
building principals. On or before June 1,
applicants well be notified of their accept-
ance or rejection for Level I// placement.
A rejected applicant has until September to
appeal the review board's decision. This
he does by contacting the review board
chairman and requesting that the board be
reconvened for the purpose of hearing the
applicant's appe al Unsuccessful appli-
cants are encouraged to contact the chair-
man of the board (even though they may not
desire to make an appeal), because the let-
ter sent to them on or before June I will
not in any way indicate the reasons for re-
jection, and it to believed that the best in-
terest of education will be served if these
reasons (=be discussedwith the applicant.
Applicants may melte a final appeal to the
superintendent of schools, if they continue
to be dissatisfied With the review board's
decision following the appeal hearing with
that group.

Successful applicants for Level
placement will be re-evaluated by the re-
view board event three years to insure that
their placement on Level III continues to t.
warranted. In the re-evaluation prooess the
review board shall consider: (1) A written
statement by the currentprincipalregarding
the teacher's effectiveness as a classroom
teaoher. (2) The three most recent annual
evaluations given by the building principals.

Ordinarily the recommendation of the
current principal shall be followed, but if

either the current prinoipal or the review
board is in doubt, then interviews of the
principal and the applicant will be conducted
by the review board. Teachers removed
from Level UI upon re-evaluation may re-
quest an interview with the review board.
If the outcome of the re-evaluation inter-
view is tmsattsfactory, the te no he r may
make a final appeal to the superintendent of
schools.

Merit Pay Level III
L Statement of.i.se and ProceduiE

A. The primary objective of Level III
is to extend the salary schedule to give
outstanding teachers an opportunity to earn
a salary commensurate with their perfor-
mance and theirtotal professional contribu-
tions. It is mandatory that a strong basic
salary schedule be maintained.

B. It is recognized that a difference of
teacher competency does exist and those
teachers who do contribute moreto the total
educational program should receive some
compensatoryrecognition of their effort and
ability.

C, To select these teachers and to de-
velop a suitable compensation is the duty of
the Level HI salaryreview board. The suc-
cess of the program is contingent upon the
professional spirit of the Shoreline staff and
reasonable degree of trust placed, on the

of the stuff, in the review board.
n becomes the board's responsibility to

ustify this trust.

D. As a etc toward this justification
the board has agreedupon certain qualifica-
tions for the apgicant, some procedures to
determine the applicant's over-all profes-
sional contributions, and taome basis for
this determination.
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(1) Qualifications for the applicant:

(a) Must be on Level 11 of the
certificated staff salary sohedule at
the time of application and in the BA
" plum 90 column or have a master's
degree.



(b) Must be a oertilioated em-
ployee who spends at least 50% of
the formal school day in a direot
teaching assignment, andwhose sal-
ary is entirely computed from Level
11 of the certificated staff salary
sohedule. An exception to this de-
finition of a classroom teacher shall
be made in favor of librarians who
will be eligible for Levella applica-
tions.

(c) Must have six years of so-
tual teaching experience, w ith no
less than three years in the Shore-
line District,

(2) Procedures to determine appli-
cant's aver-all professional oontri-
buttons:

(a) Review of application.

(b) Interview with applicant's
building principal and/or other su-
pervisory personnel.

(o) Summary by superinten-
dent's representative of records on
file.

(d) Interview with applicant.

(3) &Wes to determine the appli-
oant's professional contributions:

(a) Toohing performance - en-
thusiasm and ability to simulate
learning.

(b) Personal interaction -
teaoher- upil, teaoher-taaoher,
teacher - inistwator tea° he r -
parent relationship, generosity it,
the appraisal of the be havior and
motives of other people.

(0) Professional qualifications
oulttwal and professional back-

grotaid in light of the individual's
teaching assignment, partioipation
in professional aativities, profes-
sional powth, philosophy.

116
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(d) Pevsonal oharaoteristics -
integrity, loyalty to the profession,
and mental and physioa3 vigor,

(e) Length of service in area of
competency.

(4) Procedure for appeal:

(a) An applicant who has been
refused by the Level 111 review board
may request the chairman to recon-
vene the board for the purpose of
hearing the applicant's appeal.

(b) A final appeal may be made
to the superintendent of schools.

E. The review boardwill provide build-
ing principals with a $ so ary statement of
the board's action pertaining to applicants
from his building.

F. Applications for placement on Level
UI for the following sohool year s be
subluittfd to th_ e erintendent of schools
duxing the month Of ember. Application
forms o an be obtained at the overbite).-
dent's office. All interviews will be con-
ducted during the second semester. Teach
ors tobe placed on Level tit will be notified
on or before Arne 1.,

G. Teaohers who hav e been selected
for Level III will be evaluated by the review
board every three years.

2, Rolm BoArdillerkthershirk

The Level Ill salary review board con-
sists of the following five members:

A. A representative from the Educa-
tional Service Center appointed by the sue
perintendent This member will be the
chairman of the board.

B. A principal to be appointed by the
superintendent.

C. One elementary teatiher, one jtmior
high teaoher, and one senior high teacher to
be appointed by the SEA president and ap-
proved by the SEA representative email,



D. Any school board member may act
as an ex-officio member of the review
board.

3, eviov Tem e

A. Each member may serve on the re-
view board for no more thantw consecutive
years, with the exception of the superinten-
dent's representative.

13, The principals' representative and
the senior high schools' representative will
be appointed inthe oddntunbered years, and
the remaining positions will be appointed in
the even numbered years.

C. The members of this board shall be
appointed in sufficient time to be .approved
at the first representative council meeting
in the fall.

4. Com motion for Level M shall be 14
of Base

Pupil Personnel Services
1. St_iitemetPur

A. The primary objeotive of Profes-
stonal Merit tato extend the salary schedule
to give outstanding personnel an opportunity
to earn a salary commensurate with their
performance and their total professional
oontrtbutions.

B. It is recognized that a differenoe of
professional competency does exist, and
those who do contribute more to the total
educational program should receive some
compensatory recognition of their effort and

C. To s el e ct these personnel and to
develop suitable compensation are the duties
of the pupil personnel services salaw re-
view board. The success of the program is
contingent upon the professional spirit of the
Shoreline staff and reasonable de gr e e of
trust placed, on the part of the staff hi the
review board. It then becomes the board's
responsibility to justify this trust.

As a step toward this justification, the
board has agreed upon certain qualificattons
for the applicant, some procedures to de-
termine the applicant's overall professional
contributions, and some bases for this de-
termination,

A. Qualifications 'for the applicant

(1) Must be on Level lid the Certi-
ficated Staff Salary Schedule at the time
of application and in the BA-plus 90
column or have a master's degree,

(2) Must meet the Washington State
Department of Public Instruction re-
quirements for the area in which the ap-
plicant is assigned.

(3) Must be a certificated employee
who spends the majority of the formal
school day in a pupil personnel services
assignment, and whose s alary is en-
tirely computed from the various levels
of the salary schedule.

(4) At time of application, the ap-
plicant must have at least six years of
professional or teach in g experience,
with no less than three years of oil
personnel serviees experience in Le
Shoreline District.

(5) Applications must be received
14 the review board adman on or be-
fore november 30. All interviews will
be conducted during the second semes-
ter. Recomtiendations for placement
on Professional Merit status will be de-
termined by the end of June, and those
qualifybig will be notified on their ap-
pointments.

(6) Personnel who have been sel-
ected for Professional Merit will be re-
evaluated by the review board every
three years,

B. Review Board Membership

The pupil personnel services salary re-
view board consilits of the following nine
members:



AtIE

4
3
6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14

Shoreline Pia lic Schools, &mute, Washington
Certificated Staff Salary Schedule

Effective July 1, 1970

[Levels II and III only)

LEVEL II

B.A.+45 B.A.+60

$8,789 $8,957
80991 9,206
9,206 9,408
9,408 9,623
9,623 9,823
9,825 10,026
10,026 10,242
10,242 14,443
10,443 10,652
10,645 10,854

To move to Level II a teacher musts

B.A._+75 B.A.+90

$9,098
9,354
9,623
9,825
10,026
10,242
10,443
10,652
lo,854
11,076

$9,307 $9,825
9,623 10,127
9,926 10,443
10,242 10,753
10,531 11,076
10,834 11,378
11,277 11,795
11,688 12,205
12,105 12,616
120521 13,026
12,925 13,450

1. Have completed his 3th year (B.A. +43) of college training.

2. Have'at least 3 years actual classroom experience,

3. Possess a Washington standard or.equivalent.certific4t4.
4. Be recommended by his building W..noipal.
5. A teacher now to Shoreline who meets the above requirements

may be placed directly on Level II at the discretion of the superinten-

dent's office.

LEVEL III

UM- LAG-445, LiAA.460, 1514A_L+15, B .A_0013.5

Salarv_Sleo.

To move to Level III, a teacher must:

1. Have at least a master's degree or a B.A.+90 quarter hours of

educational training.
2# Have at least 6 years of actual classroom teaching experience,

three of Which must have been in Shoreline.
3. Submit an application for Level III to a review board for

evaluation.

GRADUATE DECREES: M.A.,M.S.,M.Ed 1gLIA22 EdD or PhD - L11.1122
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Shoreline Schools

(1) The representative from the
Educational Service Center appointed by
the superintendent. This member will
be chairman of the board.

(2) A principal to be appointed by
the superintendent,

(3) One elementary teacher, one
junior high teacher and one senior high
teacher, to be appointed by the SEA
president and approved by the SEA rep-
resentative council.

(4) A junior high and a senior high
counselor to be appointed by SEA presi-
dent and approved by the SEA repre-
sentative council.

(5) Two members of the pupil per-
sonnel services staff to be appointed by
the SEA president and approved by the
SEA representative comic%

(6) Any school board member may
act as an ex-officio member of the re-
view board.

C. Review Board Tenure

(1) Each member may serve on the
review board for no more than two con-
secutive years with the exception of the
superintendent's representative.

(2) The elementary teacher repre-
sentative and senior high representative,
one pupil personnel services represen-
tative and ajinlior high counselor will be
appointed in the odd numbered years,
and the remaining positions will be ap-
pointed in the even numbered years.

(3) The members of this board shall
be appointed in sufficient time to be ap-
proved at the first SEA representative
council meeting in the fall.

8 1

ll It dessional Dan
:age vy.

Step Increase,
A. A step increase shall be awarded

upon certification by the building principal
of a teacher's satisfactory service in the
Shoreline District.

B. To be eligibl e for a full step in-
crease, a teacher must have been employed
90 contract days during the previous teach-
ing year.

Educational Requiremento
A, Because t he professional teacher

may seek renewal and improved oompetence
in many ways other *ma b'y simply taking
additional college CoUrse work, no specific
requirements beyond state certification re-
quirements will be made as to the number
of hours which should be taken to maintain
one's position on the salary schedule. The
professional teacher will, however, con-
tinue to be enoouraged both by the salary
schedule and the District administration to
pursue additional academic course work,
and teaching competence and growth will
continue to be the prime criteria for main-
tenance and adv anc ement on the salary
schedule.

B. To secure educational adjustments,
a teaoher must Amish all necessary sup-
porting data to the superttendentts office
not laterthan the third Vriday in September.
These adjustments will be egeoted on the
Nov ember 1 warrant, and will be retro-
active to the beginning of the contraot year.

C. 1n-service and/or travel credit shall
not exceed five credits per fifteen hours be-
tween educational adjustments.

Additional compensation maybe granted
upon the recommendation of the administra-
tion and approval of the board of directors
for exceptional service, specialized



service, specialized duties, and/or extra
curricular activities.

1. Cocrdb....IgtziEd.Mi2al_lwas

A. Coordtnators shall be compenwated
according to their placement on the certi-
ficated staff salary schedule multiplied by
1 + , 17*, An additional amount equal to
1/185 of the resultant product s hall be
added for each contracted day beyond 185
days.

B. Personnel assigned as coordinators
shall work a minimum of 210 days and a
maximum of 225 days.
2. Prolect Leaders

A. Project Leaders shall be compen-
sated according to their placement on the
Certificated Staff Salary Schedule multiplied
by 1 + .13*. An additional amount equal to
1/185 of the resultant product shall be added
for each contvacted day beyond 185 days.

B. Personnel as signed as project
leaders shall work a minimum of 185 days
and a maximum of 215 days.

3, Pu11 iper somid _s_p_...._mipe_.,t6..E;11,m.,..4Asant

A. Counselor Assignments:

(1) dounselors s hall be compen-
sated according to their placement on
the certificated staff salary schedule
multiplied by 1 + 08*, An additional
amount equal to 1/185 of the resultant
product shall be add e d for each con-
tracted day beyond 185 days.

*80% of responsibility factor to be granted
during 1970-71 school year.
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Rich Township, Illinois, Merit Program

There are several basic beliefs which
determine the characteristics of a merit
pay plan devised by the board and staff of
the Rich Township school system in Cook
County, Illinois. Rich Township describes
its plan as follows:

Basic Philosophies
1. Not all teachers are equally effec-

tive. An outstanding teacher should receive
a larger $ al ary than the less effective
teacher. Neither length of service in
teaching nor the degree earned should be
the primary determining factors in salary
earned. Effectiveness as a tQacher must be
the primary determining factor in establish-
ing salary.

2. Every staff m ember in the school
system is on merit - there are no limits as
to percentage of each division or building.
Through selective recruiting and careful
selection of staff members, the staff is com-
prised of above-average teachers.

3. Teachers must hold the opinion that
a merit system is the one in which they de-
sire to teach.

4. The program must be reviewed per-
iodically to continually improve any aspects
indicating such need.

Evaluators
Evaluation of teachers is made by pro-

fessional staff membors who:

1, Are trained in educational adminis-
tration, educational methods, and have de-
veloped a philosophy of education consistent
with that of the school system.

2. Understand the role of the teacher
in the total school program and can evaluate
the effectiveness of that individual.

3. Are la direct professional contact
with persous being evaluated.

4. Have adequate time available for
visitations and conferences.

At all times evaluations are openly dis-
cussed with the teacher, and never contain
information not discussed with the person
being evaluated. Teachers can make their
own self-evaluation, and are required to do
so at the second formal evaluation confer-
ence.

Evaluative Process
1. Teacher Performance
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A. By the Division Chairman

(1) Each teacher is visited by
his division chairman in the classroom
at least six times during the school
year, twice d ur I ng each of the first
three quarters.

(2) A conference with each
teacher new to the staff is held by the
end of the first six weeks.

(3) Division chairmen prepare
written evaluations of performance
based upon observations during the first
two visits, (prior to November 15) and
arrange a conference with each teacher
to discuss this evaluation. The teacher
reads and initials this evaluation.

(4) The same procedure as in
#2, except the conference is held prior
to February 1, following the two class-
room visits which take place during the
second quarter.

(5) During the m onth of May,
division chairmen arrange a final con-

ference with each teacher in his depart-
ment, with a written evaluation as its



basis, following the completion of the
six classroom visits. This evaluation
is read and initialed by the teacher.

(6) The number of classroom
visits by the division chairman to teach-
ers who have been on the staff for more
than three years shall be at the discre-
tion of the division chairman, but shall
not be fewer than one each quarter.

B. By the Principal

(1) Each classroom teacher is
visited by his principal before the end of
the first quarter and both confer before
the end of the second quarter. The basis
of this conference is the total perform-
ance both in and out of the classroom.
A written evaluation is prepared by the
principal w hi c h the teacher reads and
initials if he so desires.

(2) The principal arranges a
final conference on evaluating the total
performance of the teacher during the
year, having again visited the classroom
during the third quarter.

C. By the Teacher

(1) Each teacher prepares
written self-evaluation, based upon the
Teacher Self-Evaluation Form, before
the end of the second quarter.

2. Category Ratings

At the staffing conference (latter part of
February) the superintendent, director of
general services, c a mpu s principal, and
division chairman of the teacher being eval-
uated will meet for the purpose of evaluating
each teacher by category. Division chair-
men categorize only the teachers in their
division. Ratings are made independently
by the principal and division chairman, with
the superintendent and director of general
services as oral pariacipators. The cate-
gory rating mutually agreed upon for each
teacher is forwarded to the board of educa-
tion. There is no limit on the number of
teachers in any one category,
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3. Increments

Upon receiving the category ratings for
each teacher, the board of education deter-
mines the monetary amount to be assigned
each category. This is not necessarily con-
stant from year to year - no set amount has
been established. During the past several
years, the lowest category has received no
less than $600, and the highest category}... ,s
received as high as $1,600.

Evaluation Guide
These c ate gories identify different

levels of teaching performance. Of neces-
sity, the desciiptions are general, intended
to apply to all types of teac hi ng assign-
ments. Performance is viewed in terms of
the criteria used in the descriptions and a
determination is made placing the teacher
into a category.

All personnel involved in the evaluation
process are aware of two basic assumptions:

1. There is subjectivity involved.
While as much objectivity as possi bl e is
exercised in making fair appraisals, value
judgments and opinions of evaluators cannot
be completely eliminated.

2. Within each category there is con-
siderable range. Performance is vhmed as
if On a continuum ranging from lowest per-
formance to )lighest performance at the ex-
tremes. Categories in the continuum define
certain areas on the line of progress. But
the categories are sections of broad scope,
with room for growth within each. Thus,
each category is a continuum.

Low
Effec-
tiveness

e

The educational program
class and out-of-class act
phases of the program must
if these are parts of a staff
signment.

Hi h
Effec-

tiveness

consists of in-
ivities. All
be considered
membertr as-



In the merit program, mechanics are
established that will reward the staff mem-
ber who does an effective job of carrying
out his assignments. There are also mech-
anics that will f u rth e r reward the staff
member who, in addition to being effective,
demonstrates qualities of creativity, lead-
ership, consistent professional growth, and
genuine understanding of the learning pro-
cess. At the same time, the merit system
attempts to make appropriate awards for
performance that is less than expected of a
staff member.

Categories VI, V, and IV are for teach-
ers who generally are below the perfor-
mance expected of a tenure teacher. Teach-
ers with little or no experience are'the ones
most frequently receiving these ratings.

Category VI

General performance is unsatisfactory
to the district.

Category V

This category describes teachers with
little or no experience who perform in a
satisfactory manner. Subject matter is pre-
sented routinely with occasional lapses of
preparation. Classes are teacher-domin-
ated, with little visible evidence of an un-
derstanding of the learning process and the
needs of individual students. He has a mod-
icum of success in working with students.
He may have frequent student probleMS and
often refers these to someone else to solve.

This teacher participates minimally in
the affairs of his profession. He attends
curriculum meetings, but is seldom a posi-
tive contributor. He reluctantly ac o epts
his responsibilities.

He Is usually accepted by fellow teach-
ers. There is usually indication that he
needs to develop more maturity and better
judgment in school situations. He may need
frequent reminders concerning the perfor-
mance of administrative details.

He may know the district's educational
goals but Is primarily concerned with action

only In his own area of specialty. He is 00-
casionally concerned about community is-
sues,

A teacher in this category is generally
one with little or no experience who is hav-
ing some problems of adjustment, For an
experienced teacher, this level of perfor-
mance might indicate a loss of motivation
and drive. This teacher has the potential to
be a valued member of the faculty.

Category IV

The teacher in this c at e g o ry demon-
strates good perfamance in all or almost
all areas of responsibility, Planning and
teaching are done in a consistently good
manner. He has a general understanding of
the learning process and makes some provi-
sion for individual students. Lessons are
usually deductive in nature, He may tend to
lecture too much rather than plan a careful
and logical progression of inductive ques-
tions. Classes have a tendency to be teach-
er-dominated. He tek,ds to relate to certain
ability levels better than to others. Oc-
casionally, ad ministr at i v e details are
missed. Generally, he accepts responsi-
bility for student activities, but, is some-
times dilatory in carrying out assignments.
He often relies on punitive rather than pre-
ventive measures to maintain control.

This teacher works adequately on curri-
ctilum projects and demonstrates some in-
terest in his profession.

His relationship to the faculty is good
and is receptive to the suggestions of his
fellow teachers.

He has some feeling for the total school
program, but has some difficulty in relating
all parts to the school's total objectives.
Generally, he chooses to make his contri-
butions in a somewhat limited area of the
program. He is aware of some community
issues and occasional ly participates in
community affairs.

The level of performance is considered
normal for a teacher with little or no exper-
ience. It would be somewhat below the
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expected level for an experienced teacher, It
might also apply to a teacher whose perfor-
mance is not easily or consistently predict-
able.

This teacher is a valued member of the
faculty.

attaay
Category III describes the staff member

who does an effective job for the school dis-
trict. A teacher rated in this category is
definitely successful.

This teacher is consistently very good
in all of his assignments. Imagination and
creativity are evident in his teaching. He
has an adequate understanding of the learn-
ing process and of the interests and charac-
teristics of youth. Lessons are deductive
rather than inductive. He is effective with
most students, and may be more successful
with one level of students Ian with another.
He effectively handles student problems.

This teacher works hard as a member
of his department on curriculum improve-
ment. His professionalism is enhanced by
his regular participation in the general af-
fairs of his profession.

His relationship to the faculty is good.
He is aware oi the importance of carrying
out administrative detail s and organizes
accordingly. He gets al o ng well with the
staff and occasionally assumes a leadership
role.

A healthy interest and participation in
the total school program is consistently
shown by this teacher. His jud g m e nt is
good, and ho contributes to the stability and
good atmosphere of the school. He is aware
of community issues, and in his community
activities, conveys school needs and de-
sires. Generally, this faculty member ts
familiar with the total school program and
how the various parts are I nflu e nti al in
achieving the goals of the school.

His level of performance is considered
very good for an experienced teacher. It is
considered as superior for a new or begin-
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ning teacher. Both the quality and the quan-
tity of performance are at a high level. A
teacher doing a very high quality job in
limited a re as might be considered at this
level. On the o th r hand, a teacher with
many assignraents, handled in good fashion,
might well place at this level.

This teacher is an asset to the school
prog and his services are valued.

...Jgories II and I contain descriptions
which characterize the teac her who is a
nnatural". He has maturity, maintains ex-
tremely fine rapport with his students, is
thoroughly aware of how students learn, is
involved in many aspects of the school pro-
gram, and very often provides leadership.

Category II

This teacher is excellent in all or al-
most all his assignments. He is creative
and couples his creativity with continuous
study of the learning process. Structure,
meaning, and genuine opportunity for learn-
ing are a lw ay s noticeable in his lessons.
He employs the inductive method frequently
and with definite expertise. He works well
with all student ability levels and anticipates
and prevents student problems before they
happen - as a result of warmth and under-
standing as much as from a firm discipline
policy.

He is extremely concerned about im-
proving curriculum and will at times be a
leader in this area. He is active in his pro-
fession, both in the subject matter field and
in general association actIvIties in both
areas showing occasional leadership.

He is recognized as a dedicated career
teacher. He is frequently consulted by other
staff m e m be r s, for whom he is often a
spokesman. His attention to administrative
aspects makes the school run smoothly and
give a definite sense of organization to his
classes,

A healthy interest and participation in
the total program is always demonstrated



Rich Township Merit Plan

by this teacher, He dknnonstrates mature
judgment, thereby contxibuting to the stabil-
ity and good atmosphere of the school. In
addition, he is knowledgeable abou t com-
munity issues and is a positive spokesman
for the school, He is very familiar with the
total school program and how the various
parts are influential in achieving the goals
of the school.

Generally, he is a very successful, ex-
perienced teacher. Only exceptional teach-
ers with little or no experience could expect
to find themselves in this category. An in-
dividual who is actively and positively in7
volved (quantitatively and qualitatively) in
key extra-class activities in the school, and
who carries out these responsibilities with
consider ab e success, is placed at this
level, His classroom performance gener-
ally fits that defined in Category III.

Category I

This teacher is superior in all or almost
all his assignments. All his assignments
are carried out in a highly successful man-
ner characterized by imagination and creat-
ivity. He has an excellent understanding of
how youths learn, and his lessons, prepara-
tions, and tests reflect this. He is an in-
teresting person, widely read and conver-
sant on a broad range of topics.

This type of teacher is rare in any
school; he is a "natural". He has a quality
about him that attracts both students and
colleagues. He works very well with stu-
dents of all ability levels. He displays
superior qualities in working with student
activities, He assumes resp on sibility
naturally, both for improving the prnfession
and for upgrading his subject matter curri-
culum. In all endeavors he follows an as-
signment or a responsibility through to a
log to al and complete conclusion. He en-
counters no discipline problems because of
his natural and mature manner of dealing
with students, He anticipates and prevents
problem situations from arising,

This teacher has demonstrated loyalty
to the school th rough his tenure with the
district, He continually has leadership
roles within the school, He knows how to
lead and to influence others in a very tactful
manner. He is a dedicated career teacher.

His attention to administrative aspects
of the school makes the school run smoothly
and give a definite sense of organization to
his classes.

He is highly conversant about the total
program of the district and the contributions
of the various parts to the objectives of the
school. He actively participates in com-
munity affairs, uses much discretion, and
is astute in community relationships. His
mature judgment contributes a great deal to
the stability of the school and the commun-
ity.

He has abilities, interests, and drive
that make him a leader in total job perfor-
mance, in and out of the classroom. This
individual has a demanding program, all as-
pects of which are carried out with great
success, He can stane the stress of a diffi-
cult classroom as s 1 gnm e nt ae well as a
heavy extra-class load - aud continually
maintains high quality performances in all
areas.

The district would suffer a distinct loss
if this teacher were to leave.



A Successful Merit Compensation Plan

A merit compensation plan for superior
teachers is a unique innovation in the teach-
ing profession. In general, teachers resist
it; boards of education favor it, All over
the nation people are debating it; only a vety
few school systems have aplan in actual op-
eration.

This article describes one phase of the
plan that has been functioning in a district
since September 1958. Basically the plan
is successful because it:

- is not just words; it is not a showcase;
it provides specific benefits.

- incorporates the new thinking of boaxd
members into the original system in effect
since 1958.

- is designed so only those who rate,
will receive it.

- is actually paying an additional $500
to some participating teachers and $1,000
to others.

Purpose of the Plan
1. Statement of board of education: "It

is generally recognized that there are qual-
itative differences among people in all pro-
fessions and occupations. Some teachers
are more willing and/or able than others to
render superior service, It is therefore
unfair to pay all teachers according to the
same s al a r y schedule, Since provision
should be made to give additional financial
remuneration to those teachers whose ser-
vices have been consistently superior, the
board of education has adopted this Incent'Ite
Compensation Plan; In recognition of
usual teaching ability and/or service to the
schools and community, the board may grant
incentive compensation of $500 per year to
qualifying teachers. It

2, To achieve these purposes that plan
must provide for the establishment of an In-

centive Compensation Fund to be included
in each yearly budget of the board,

Eligibility
1. A teacher may be ELIGIBLE for

consideration for Incentive Compensation
annually if;

a. he holds permanent certification,

b, he has been granted tenure.

c. his overall performance and rat-
ing is above a 200 l'Index Score"
for Step 1; 220 for step 2; 280
for step 3.

d. A three year interim has elapsed
between steps.

Nomination
Nomination may be made by the super-

intendent of schools, the assistant superin-
tendent' for curriculum, the teacher's prin-
cipal, a director or supervisor. A teacher
may apply for consideration or be sponsored
by any member of the teaching staff.

Procedures for Application
1. the nominee must submit:

a. Application for Incentive Com-
pensation form

b. Summary statement by the teach-
er or sponsor indicating why he
is entitled to the incentive com-
pensation. If prepared by the
sponsor

'
tate ment must be

signed by the applicant,

Evaluation Rating for Incentive
Compensation on self.

2. A complete set of procedures for
application may be obtained from the chair-
man of the committee.
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Evaluation Committees

The following committees will be re-
sponsible for evaluation of candidates:

iflgb Sc ool Personnel: assistant superin-
en or cur c um, assistant superin-

tendent for business, high school principal;
high school vice-principal.

Elementary Personnel: asmistant superin-
en e for curr en um, assistant superin-

tendent f or business, building principal,
elementary curriculum coordinator.

p_i_striet, Personnel,: assistant superinten-
dent for curriculum, high school principal,
elementary principal.

Committee Responsibilities
1. The committees will be chdired by a

mem...lervisor JILLff,

2. Four evaluation forms must be filed.

3. A Teacher R at in g Report must be
filed by the Wilding principal.

4. Examination of teacher's records
and personal data in connection with evalu-
ation.

5. Rate e ach iarticie ant ann4L, by
means of Ev uation noentive Compensation
Sheet.

Deadlines fote Applications
1. All necessary forms to Miriam of

Com ittee must be submitted on or before
Li of each school year,

24 Recommendations by committee to
the superintendent of schools must be Mod
on or before !Tune 1 of each school yearo

8, Presentations to board by the super-
intendent must be made at the regular meet-
ing in June of each school year.

Schedule

First
Step

Award
$50t

Second
Step

Award
IrITO

Third
Step

Award
$170

Establishment of Participants
1. No more than 25% of the total num-

ber of classroom teachers may participate
in the Incentive Compensation Plan, These
shall be known as "Participants".

2. No more than 25% of the participants
may re ce ive $1,000 under the Incentive
Compensation Plan,

3. 11,0 more than 15% of the participants
may re ce ve $1,500 under the Incentive
Compensation Plan,

4. When quotas are filled, the list of
eligible teachers who will receive incentive
'compensation shall be determined according
to numerical scores, even though all scores
are above the 200 Index Score. Thus it ma

ossible to obtain a 200 score tut n6t
rec___11t e award.

5, Because a re s tr i cted number of
teachers are permitted by the plan to re-
ceive step 2 and 3, the selection for recom0
mendation of eligible participants shall be
made rigidly according to numerical score
listed in sequential order.

6. The total amount of money available
for this program each year shall be deter-
mined by multiplyihg the figure known, as
the rate determining assessed valuation by
one mill,

7. Under state law, the board does not
have the power to enter into a binding con-
tract with any te ache r to pay additional
amounts over and above the salary required
by the local s al ary schedule. The hoard
does have the pow er to pay a teacher
amounts over the salary schedule, but addi-
tional pay ments may be made only on an



Merit Compensation Plan Application Form for
incentive Increment

annual basis and cannot ripen into a binding
contractual relationship on the part of the
school district. Hence, such payments can
be discontinued r:,,t any time,.

8, The board reserves the right to
modify and amend the provisions of this by-
law, as may from time to time be in the
best iuterest of the school district.

I am submitting the following evidence
to support my nomination to receive an in-
centive Increment:

1.. D-78 (Self-Evaluation)

2, Summary Statement by the teacher
or sponsor indicating why he is entitled to
the incentive increment.*

3. D41 (Teacher's Rating Report)
4. 1)43 (Report of Classroom Ob-

servations)
5. Examination of pupils' records to

ascertain completeness, neatness and en-
tries of information cumulatively, as well
as plan books and class record books. Ex-
aminerts statement attached.
a.

b.

Teacher's Signature

bate ttecelVea rinoIpai

0..
at.7173.giVal

cl.

e.

Chairman Central- Eval-
uating Committee

ratifirr-aceve uperinten ent

BriinurarviTa rou-a772-drica ot"-t

Increment Increment not
granted granted

Recorded in the minute s of the Board of
Edwiation dated

*It in ths responsibility of the applicant
to inform the evaluators of all pertinent

ots for a p r op a is evaluation, To insure
his it would be advisable that the tiummar-

lzation cover the items on the D-78 form,
If the applicant so desires, he may invite
the evaluating teacher or teachers to ob-
serve him in a teaehing situation,

[Sample p ages from evaluation and self-
evaluation forms follow]
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Evaluation Sheets for Incentive Increments Applicants

Sample Page

Marking Key:

Code of Candidate:

Please check each item

TEACHING ABILITY

Superior 4. Very Good 3. Good 2. Fair 1. Poor

Date;

1. ABILITY TO INTEZEST PUPILS

Instruction arouses interest; pre $ ent at i on inspires effort; methods encourage
questions, discussion, experimentation and willingness to carry out assignments
cheerfully.

2. COOPERATION WITH SUPERVISION

Encourages both official and unclicial visits; shares unusual lessons with super-
visors, other teachers, student teachers, or visitors; willingly demonstrates in-
struction which impLments the course of study.

DAILY PREPARATION FOR TEACHING

Makes use of a variety of resource activities to formally carry out the daily activ-
ities; use both commercially and personally prepared materials to insure high
level of learning.

4. EVIDENCE OF PLANNING ABILITY.

Keeps current a well organized plan for carrying out the instructional goals out-
lined in the course of study.

5. NEATNESS OF ROOM USE 0 DISP AY MATERIALS

Adjusts the physical features of the room to provide an attractive environment;
organizes both teacher's and pupils' materials for best effective use and storage,

'USE 'OF TEACHING A

Selects equipment and materials which will make both the teaching and learning
more effective; organize these aids in such a way that a minimum of instructional
time is spent in readying the class for proper utilization,

7. Ti_ILTMIL.,....3UPILS

Teacher respects pupils' opinions and suggestions; is friendly in manner and tone
to all pupils and is sympathetic and understanding listener,
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Evaluation for Incentive Increment Applicants

Marking Key: 5. Superior -

Candidate:

Sample P age_

4. Very Good - 3, Good - 2. Fair - 1. Poor

Date

In order to better assist the evaluator in his
scoring, it will be required that you complete
this form as a self-evaluation.

Weights indicated on left side of each item.
Some weights are doubled. Total Possi-
ble: 240.

Pleare score each item

Teaching Ability

4. Classroom Control
Weight

5 a, Mutual respect

5 b. Businesslike attitude

5 c. Evidence of self-
discipline

Neatness of Room

5 a, Physical features at-
tractive

5 b. Proper ventilation

5 0. Materials arranged for
effective use

6, Personal Qualities

5 a. Courtesy

5 b, Personal Grooming

5 o, Self-control

5 d, Dependability

5 e, Works harmoniously
with staff

1. Planning
Weight

5 a. Unit, term, year

5 b. Daily

5 o. Use of teaching devices

10 d. Evidence of providing
for individual differences

1 Cooperation with Supervision

10 a. Encourages both of-
ficial and unofficial visits

10 b. Makes discriminating use
of suggestions

Attitude toward Pupils

10 a. Ability to interest

10 b. Encourages questions
and discussion

10 a, Gives clear explanations

10 d. Invites pupil participation
and planning

Score

ONNWPIEWHOWN

0.11

Score



A Professional Career Program

Following is a sample salary in.
eentive program which is divided into
two parts, either of which the teacher
may elect to pursue. The "Excellence
in Performance" part of the program
does not limit itself to performance
alone in evaluating teachers, nor does
it mention any specific criteria with
which to measure teaching effectiveness.

1**-

The Professional Career Program is a
salary incentive program for tenure teach-
ers on or abovethe fifth step of the existing
basic index schedule. The Program is to
be voluntary in nature, inthat qualified pro-
fessional staff members may elect to parti-
cipate in either the Professional Growth
Program or the Excellehoe in Performance
Program in order to qualify for salary ad-
vancement.

The purposes of the Professional Career
Program are:

1. To encourage fa° ulty members to
strive for excellence in the teaching pro-
cess.

2. To enc our age commitment to the
teaching profession and the community.

B. To encourage a continuing aware-
ness of, and involvement in, current educa-
tional practices.

Professional Growth Program
The goalof this program is to foster the

professional advancement of the teac her
through in se rv ic e programs, travel and
professional association activities. A pro-
gsram must be outlined by and approved for
the participating teacher prior to imple-
mentation,

1. Eligibility for participation

All participants musts

1. Be a tenure teacher on or above the
fifth step of the exi sting basic index
schedule.

II. Preliminary plans

E. Eligible persons desiring to partici-
pate in the Professional Growth Program
must submit their programs to a com-
mittee for pr ior approval. Such sub-
mission shall indicate the candidate's
purpose and specific goals of his pro-
gram, the length of time the proposal
will take, and an indication of the candi-
date's estimate of indexed value of the
proposal.

2. The candidate will notify the super-
intendent of schools, who, in turn, will
convene the committee..

3. The committee and the c an di d at e
shall review the proposal and agrec, on
an Indexedvalue of the proposal for rec-
ommendation to the board of education,

4. Preliminary plans shall be approved
by the board of education,

M. The evaluation committee

1. The chairman of the committee will
be the superintendent of schools,

2. Additional committee members will
be:

a. A building principal appointed by
the superintendent

b. Two (2) te ac her s appointed by
the president of the faculty associa-
tion

c. Ateacher appointed jointlyby the
superintendent of so hool s and the
president of the faculty association,

IV. Approval of the program



1. Approval of the programs shall be
by a simple majority of the committee,

2. All approved written requests shall
be kept on open file with the committee.

3. Propess reports will be made per-
todically bythe applicant to the commit-
tee,

4. The above committee shall I. ye the
power to seek outside advioe whoa they
deem it necessary, expenses to be paid
by the board of education.

5. Submission of a w ritten report of
achievement dircals as originally stated
shall be made to, and evaluated by, the
committee.

6. The report shall be submitted to the
board of education for final approval.

V. Requirements for a professional growth
increment

1. Active involvement in one or more
of the following professional areas, re-
sulting in a contribution beyond that
considered the responsibility of the pro-
fessional teacher:

a. Travel
b. C urriculum development and

workshops
o. Professional writing
d. Research
e. Satisfaotory service as .an ex-

change teaoher
f. Supervision of student teaching
g. Professional organization acti-

vities at local, °minty, state or
national level (officer, commit-
tee work, or other noteworthy
contribution)

h. Committee service within schoolb
system

1. Other

VI, Remtmeration

Upon sattsfaotory completion of the pro-
ject, the evaluation committee shallrecom-
mend to the board of education the amotmt

of remuneration, which will be between 5%
and 10% of the participant's salary. For
the purpose of this program, salary is the
teacher's base salary for the school year
in which the project is completed. Remun-
eration will be made in one payment atthe
end of the current school year.

Excellence in Performance
The goal of this program is to achieve

teaching excellence by recognizing teacher
effectiveness in the classroom situation,
teacher involvement in the total school pro-
gram, and Inter e st in promoting school
community aw ar one s s, Application for
participation in this part of the program
must be made in writing to the building
principal by the indiv I du al involved. A
teacher is eligible to receive an excallence
in performance increment for a period of
two years before re-application is neces-
sary. The increment would be a supple-
ment to the participant's salary.

I. Eligibility for participation

All participants must:

1. Be a tenure teacher on or above the
fifth step of the existing basic index
schedule.

II. Preliminary plans

1. Teachers wishingto participate must
submit a written application to the build-
ing principal by June 15th, preceding
the evaluation year. In the applicationi
the teacher will name the coordinator
and one clas sr oom teacher who will
serve on the evaluation committee.

2, An initial evaluation of the candi-
date's qualifications will be made by the
committee and approval for participa-
tion will be granted or denied.

M. The evaluation committee

A, Elementary
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Career Program

The superintendent; the building
principal involveiti; a team or grade
level chairman named by the appli-
cant, two elementay teachers, one
chosen by the building principal and
one chosen by the candidate.

B. Secondary

The superintendent; the building
principal; a subject area coordina-
tor or department chairman; two
secondary classroom teachers, one
chosen by the building principal and
one chosen by the candidate.

IV. Approval of the program

1. Periodic meetings of the candidate
with the committee are an integral part
of the program.

2. The work of the evaluation commit-
tee must be completed and recommen-
dations made to the board of education
by May lst of the evaluation year.

3. Final approval shall be made by the
board of education.

V. Requirements for an excellence in per-
formance increment

1. The teacher's performance shall be
rated out at and ing by the committee

Career Program

taking into consideration the following as
guidelines:

a. Teaching effectiveness
b. Strengths in subject matter
a. Organization, management, and

control
d. Cooperation with staff
e. Public relations

VI. Remuneration

The increment for successful participa-
tion in the Excellence in Performance Pro-
gram is 10% of the participant's base, sal-
ary in the school year, to be paid tumually
in equal installments. This remuneration
will be in effect for a period of three years
if the participant continues to be rated out-
standing by the building principal.

If for any reason a decision bythebuild-
ing principal's unfavorable, theteacher has
the right to appeal to the superintendent of
schools.

EXAMPLE

Successfulparticipationinthe Excel-
lence in Performance Program dur-
ing the s c ho o I year 1970-71 would
result in:

'71-72 - base salary $8,000 plus $800

'72-78 - base salary $8,500 plus $850

'78-74 - base salary $9,000 plus $900

Trial Period
It is recommended that the Professional

Career Program be in effeat for a trial pe-
riod of three years. Modifications of the
program may be made by mutual consent of
the board of education and the faculty asso-
ciation.



Lower Merion Township, Pennsylvania,
Merit Pay Plan

The Lower Merlon Township, Pennsyl-
vania, Board of School Directors recently
approved by a 7-2 vote an "extraordinary
service increment" to 14 teachers. The
employees were recommended for the raise
undel the terms of an agreement between
the board and the Lower Merlon Education
Association. Each of the teachers will re-
ceive an additional $600 during the 1971-72
school year.

Following are the criteria for evaluating
performance as described by the school
board:

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING
EXTRAORDINARY PROFESSIONAL

PERFORMANCE

School District of
Lower i,leryd4 Township
Ardmore, Pemitsylvania

The committee discussed all the mate-
rial referred to it by the general salary
committee and reviewed the various ele-
ments involved in the procedure for imple-
menting the program. The committee rec-
ommends that:

1. All teachers be eligible for equal
consideration for supplementary increments
without respect to their assignments.

2. Principals recommend in writing to
the superintendent persons on the teaching
staff of the school that qualify, as indicated
in the handbook, for consideration for sup-
plementary salary increments. These rec-
ommendations should be submitted in order
of preference, supported by any statements
the principal wishes to make. The travel-
ing teachers will be jointly recommended
by the principals of the schools in which the
teachers work. Teachers selected for this
recommendation as a result of a joint meet-
ing of the principals with persons from the
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administrative staff, will have their names
submitted by the principal of the school to
which he is as si gne d for administrative
purposes.

3. The lists will be reviewed by the
assistant superintendent, the administrative
assistant (assigned to personnel) to the su-
perintendent, and the superintendent.

4. Formal nominations to the boardwill
be made in writing by the superintendent.
This list need not necessarily be limited to
persons nominated by the principals.

5.. Itwas agreed at the time of adoption
of the present salary schedule, that the
number of grants of supplementary incre-
ments in salary would be restricted in num-
ber for the first three or four years, since
the maximum effort is to be devoted to sal-
ary adjustments as well as to continuing the
regular increments in salary.

6. The superintendent shall confer with
the principals, the assistant superintendent,
and the administrative assistant to the su-
perintendent (assigned to personnel) and to
such other persons as he may desire.

7. Upon approval by the board of school
directors, persons receiving these supple-
mental's, increments in salary will be noti-
fied by letter by the superintendent.

B. Each year the number of supplemen-
tary increments granted that year will be
announced without respect to classification
of teachers or schools. There also will be
onouncoad the cumulative number of active
employed persons benefiting from the sup-
plementary increments.

Individualizes and motivates instillation
to challenge every pupil to usehis potential.



Effectively uses personal study of indi-
vidual students that reveals respect for and
understanding of each as an individual.

Adapts teaching methods to goals and
types of students in a wise use of classroom
time.

Employs valid and reliable evaluation
methods that lead to improvement of the in-
struction program.

Maintaineand uses highly adequate cu-
mulative records in his teaching program.

Utilizes effectively the laws (principals)
of learning.

Maintains a classroom atmosphere (en-
vironment) conducive to effective learning
as far as circumstances within his control
permit.

Helps students develop self-control to
the point whore they maintain relationships
needed for living in a democracy.

Possesses a high command of his sub-
ject matter field (s) and related disciplines.

Develops the subject in a manner that
permits students to succeed and leads to
their independent study of it.

Provides help for students needing as-
sistance beyond that available in the regular
class period.

Has evidence that shows pupils have
power to use subject commensurate with
their potential.

Utilizes desirable innovations in teachi-
ing methods.

Uses efficiently books, library, audio-
visual devices, community facilities, and
other teaching aids.

Utilizes available human resources, both
school and community.

Reveals through his speech and writing
a thorough command of the English language.

Profitably uses suggestions and recom-
mendations made to improve his teaching.

PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

Is a member of and participates in pro-
fessional organization (s) directly related
to his teaohing position.

Keeps abreast of current educational
thought and methods and developments in his
field through reading professional literature,
taking advantage of inservice training op-
portunities, and securing additional formal
education beyond that required for qualifi-
cation for a higher salary classification.

Originates new methods and develops
new materials through research that Im-
proves the learning of students.

PROFESSIONAL RESPONSMILITY

Cooperates in a professional manner in
the building of curriculum, administration
of routine policies requiring the help of
te acher o, the maintenance of esprit de
corps of the school, the carrying out of the
school's philosophy, the care of equipment
and teaching materials.

Attends and part 4ipates in faculty meet-
ings, other staff meetings, and meetings of
his I oc al teacher's association, school-
sponsored functions, and home-school asso-
ciation meetings.

Efficiently meets procedural require-
ments such as assuming duties on time,
submittingnecessary reports when due, fol-
lowing regulations of the school and district.

Accepts in a positive manner and car-
ries out a fair share of the school's extra
class and extracurricular responsibilities
for which no extra compensation is pro-
vided.

Handles contacts with parents in a man-
ner which results in a favorable impression
of the school, its standards, and the teach-
ing profession.



Merion Township

Participates in the student-teacher pro-
gram if the school sponsors one.

IMPACT ON SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY

Originates and initiates ideas adopted
by the school.

Provides assistance to other teachers
on staff in their efforts to improve their in-
struction.

Inspires confidence so that his counsel
is sought by pupils, fellow teachers, and
parents.

Is a leader in home-lichool association
and its functions and in commimity activities
that may be utilized in the school program.

Leads in expallding and improving the
school's program for pupils in curriculax
and extracurricular functions.

Is admired as a professional person by
the public and the teaching profession.

1971-72 SALARY SCHEDULE WITH
FOR EXTRAORDINARY

Exercises leadership in the local teach-
ers' association.

Writes and/or lectures on education.

Participates in desirable community ef
forts not directly related to the school.

Maintains good mental and phy sic al
health.

Possesses excellent character.
Has a personality generally attractive

to pupils, colleagues, and parents.

Maintains and continues to develop var-
ied intellectual and cultural interesth.

Reveals desirable poise no matter in
what kind of situation he finds himself.

Has cultivated a voice that does not
handicap the learning situation.

Possesses and uses to advantage a good,
wholesome sense of humor.

ALL POSSIBLE INCREMENTS
SERVICE ADDED

Ste B.A. SAi9 -slarBA-4A+15 MA+30 MA+60 Dr.

1 8,100 8,200 80300 8,400 8,500 80700 8,900 9,100 9 300

2 8,500 8,600 8,700 80800 8,900 9,100 9,300 9,500 9,700

3 9,100 9,200 90300 9,400 9,500 9,700 9,900 10,100 10,200

4 9,500 9,600 9,700 9,800 10,000 100200 10,400 10,600 10,800

*5 100600 100700 100800 10,900 11,100 11,300 11,500 110700 11,900

6 110100 11,200 110300 11,400 110700 110900 120100 120300 12,500

7 11,700 110800 11,900 12,000 120400 120600 12,800 130000 13,200

8 12,300 120400 120500 120600 130100 130300 130500 13,700 130900

9 120900 130000 130100 13,200 13,800 14,000 14,200 140400 140600

**10 140100 140200 14,300 140400 150100 150300 15,500 150700 150900

11 14,700 14,800 140900 15,000 150800 160000 160200 160400 160600

12 140700 14,800 140900 150000 160500 16,700 16,900 170100 170300

13 140700 14,800 140900 15,000 170200 170400 17,600 17,800 180000

14 14,700 140800 14,900 150000 170200 170400 17,600 180400 180600

***15 150300 150400 150500 150600 170800 18,000 18,200 190000 190700

16 150300 150400 150500 150600 17,800 180000 180200 190000 190700

17 150300 15,400 150500 150600 17,800 18,000 18,200 190000 190700

18 15,300 150400 150500 150600 17,800 180000 180200 190000 190700

19 150300 150400 150500 15,600 170800 18,000 180200 190000 190700

****20 150900 16,000 16,100 160200 18,400 18,600 18,800 190600 200300

*lst, **2nd, ***3rd, ****4th Extraordinary Service Increment Added

For normal salary adjustments, see next page

t,
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1971-72 SALARY SCHEDULE BEFORE INCREMENTS
FOR EXTRAORDINARY SERVICE WERE ADDED

t p 13 A BA+9 BA+15 BA+24 Mt,A, Miri.15 DIA+30 14,A+60 Dr I

8,500 8,700 8,900 9,100
1 8,100 8,200 8,300 8,400 9,300
2 8,500 8,600 8,700 8,800 8,900 9,100 9,300 9,500 9,700
3 9,100 9,200 9,300 9,400 9,500 9,700 9,900 10,100 10,300
4 9,500 9,600 9,700 9,800 10,000 10,200 10,400 10,600 10,800
5 10,000 10,100 10,200 10,300 10,500 10,700 10,900 11,100 11,300
6 10,500 10,600 10,700 10,800 11,100 11,300 11,500 11,700 11,900
7 11,100 11,200 11,300 11,400 11,800 12,000 12,200 12,400 12,600
8 11,700 11,800 11,900 12,000 12,500 12,700 12,900 13,100 13,300
9 12,300 12,400 12,500 12,600 13,200 13,400 13,600 13,800 14,000

10 12,900 13,000 13,100 13,200 13,900 14,100 14,300 14,500 14,700
11 13,500 13,600 13,700 13,800 14,600 14,800 15,000 15,200 15,400
12 15,300 15,500 15,700 15,900 16,100
13 16,000 16,200 16,400 16,600 16,800
14

17,200 17,400
15

17 900

Salary placements on the schedule must not
necessarily correspond to an equal number
of years of service. This is a track sched-
ule by step and not necessarily based on
years of service or experience.

Method. of Adiustment to the 197142 Wars!
Schedule

(1) Deduct merit increments, if any,
from the 1970071 salary. This is the 1970-
71 base salary.

(2) Find the exact spot that the 197041
base salary occupies on the pertinent track
of the 1970-71 salary schedule.

(8) Determine the step (if on step) or
the step plus (if not on step) that the 1970-

71 base salary occupies on the pertinent
track of the 1970-71 salary schedule.

(4) Add one step to the 1970-71 step or
step plus to determine the 1971-72 step or
step plus.

(5) rind the 1971-72 step or step plus
on the pertinent track of the 1971-72 salary
schedule. This is your 1971-72 base salary.

Note: Your 1971-72 base salary may
not e xc eed the pertinent track
m axi m a of the 1971-72 sal&ty
schedule. If it does, the perti-
nent track maximum becomes the
197142 bue salary.

(6) Add to (5) above all merit increments
(if any) granted by the Board. This total is
the 1971-72 salary.



Shorewood, Wisconsin, Merit Policy

For a period of more than 20 years in
Shorewood, Wisconsin, the Shorewo od
School District's Salary policy has embraoed
the idea that some financial award should
be given in recognition of the differences
that exist in the individual contributions to
the educational program. This has been
based on the premise that recognizable dif-
ferences do exist in the effectiveness of
teachers. There would not seem to be any
concrete, rational arguments thatwould dis-
pute this basic tenet.

The point of conflict, however, occurs
in the discussion of how accurately and ob-
jectively this difference can be measured.
It must be admitted that the task cannot be
done with complete objectivity, and certain-
ly there is a good possibility of error in
judgment. This does not remove the neces-
sity of making some evaluative judgments,
even if merit increments were not awarded.
Judgments on effectiveness have been made
and will continue to be made with or without
merit recognition. The fact that evaluations
can be labeled as subjective, or lacking in
objectivity, will not remove the onerous
task of making value judgments on teacher
contributions.

Perhaps we can avoid the point of con-
flict in reference to merit by simply assert-
ing that, in spite of the difficulty of evaluat-
ing the teaching act, it will and must be
done. Our job as educators, then, is to
overcome as much as humanly possible the
unfairness charge that accompanies merit
awards. We must attempt to identify and
adopt the best possible procedures in order
to insure the optimum level of fairness
that can be achieved.

The principle of merit in Shorewood
Schools recognizes that such awards do not
supersede a sound competitive salary sched-
ule, The merit is provided above the salary
scale in modest increments that continue
each year after being awarded,
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The process is relatively simple, re-
quiring a written recommendation from the
teacher's immedi ate supervisor - which
must be concurred in by the superintendent
and the school board. This recognition is
not limited to those being formally evaluat-
ed in any one year, but it can be granted to
any classroom teacher who meets the
criteria of performance beyond normal ex-
pectations. It is understood that such re-
commendations should occur only after a
very careful assessment has been made by
the building principal.

No evaluative scale is used, but there
are forms which identify the general level
of c om pe tence expected of Shorewood
teachers. It should be noted that there is no
limit to the number of times a merit incre-
ment can be awarded to an individual; as a
consequence, consecutive awards make the
merit consideration financially important.

The general salary and merit policy is
founded on a few basic values;

1. Merit programing provides for fair-
ness in salary payment by giving greater
rewards to those who demonstrate mogniz-
able excellence in their classroom program
and a professional attftude in their working
relationships.

2. A merit system can provide the in-
centives and the guidelines for the improve-
ment of performance.

3. A merit system requires sound per-
sonnel administration and supervision.

4. A merit system focuses attention on
the important achievements desired on the
job. It requires a clarification of goals and
organizational direction:

5. Implementation of the merit concept
meets the public objection .13 the inequity of
the usual automatic salary schedule:



6. A merit system should help to make
it attractive for the highly competent teacher
to remain on the staff of the Shorewood
Schools.

These foregoing values can be interpret-
ed as the positive goals for competency rec-
ognition. In working toward the firm estab-
lishment of these goals, educators must
constantly evaluate and improve the proced-
ures used.

Some Questions and Answers
Following is more detailed information

on Shorewood's merit policy as they des-
cribe it in a question-and-answer format;

Who makes the recommendations for
merit?

The recommendations for a merit incre-
ment are macle by the building principal.
The building principal i s responsible f or
submitting a supportive statementdocument-
ing the recommendation being made to the
superintendent. In turn, the superintendent
may or may not recommend the merit award
to the school board. The school bo ard
makes the final approval for the merit in-
crements.

flow much is the merit incremen ,__ and
is there alimit to the number of increment;

The present merit increment is $150
annually, above the salary schedule. This
is an accumulative and continuing increment,
and there are no limits as to the number of
persons who may receive a merit increment
in any one year nor to the number of merit
increments that may be awarded to any one
individual over aperiod of years. A teacher
may receive an additionail, merit increment
year after year. Preserftly, the range of
the merit increments being received above
the salary schedule an ft u ally is from
$150 to $1, 600.
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How may erson become eligible for
mer t recogn t on

All teachers are eligible for merit re-
cognition each year; however, merit incre-
ments are usually not aw ard ed to first-
year teachers, Although our supervisory
procedure provides that tenure teachers are
evaluated approximately every three years
and non-tenure teachers every year, this
does not limit the awarding of merit incre-
ments to those who are scheduled for eval-
uation in any one year.

In addition, teachers who have not been
recommended for merit increments may
ask to have an evaluation initiated to deter-
mine whether or not a recommendation for
a merit increment will be made. School
District Policy states; "Teachers may ini-
tiate a request for merit recognition. This
request must be made in writing and sub-
mitted to the superintendent by December
1st. "

Is aratig scale used in the evaluation
for mer t?

A rating scale is not used; however, we
do use a performance inventory as an eval-
uative tool. This does not provide for rat-
ing, but does provide a statement of expect-
ed performance levels of our te acher s.
This inventory is used as a basis for the
conference with the building principal. It
is recognized that the evaluation for merit
cannot be done with complete objectivity,
and certainly there is a good possibility of
error judgment. This does not remove the
necessity of making some evaluative judg-
ments, even if merit increments were '1ot
awarded. Judgments on effectiveness have
been made and will continue to be made with
or without merit increments being involved,
The fact that evaluations can be labeled as
subjective, or lacking in objectivity, will not
remove the onerous task of making value
judgments concerning teacher contributions.
Our responsibility is to overcome, as much
as is humanly possible, the un fairne s
charge that accompanies merit awards,

11,2 i W00%



Eastern York, Pennsylvania, Salary Plan

The following salary plan has been in
use in the Eastern York Area Schwl Dis-
trict, He Ilam, Pennsylvania, for a number
of years and is meeting with considerable
success.

The plan combines longevity with added
steps after the 14th and 20th years, and an
additional stipend for board (superintendent)
approved courses taken after reaching max-
imum on a scale.

Another interesting feature of the salary
plan is the virtual el im in at ion of steps
beyond six (6) years for bachelors and BS+
15 credits. This year the school board,
through negotiation, introduced the
BS+PERM certification, and in effect elim-
inated the BS+15 scale, except for those
employees who are presently on scale.

Penn sylv ant a certification requires
twenty-four (24) credits for permanent
certif ic at on. These credits must he
attained in six (6) years, tenure notwithr
standing.

Increment Beyond 13th Step
1. Increments beyond the 13th step may

be granted upon request of the professional
employe e who must have completed six
college credits in his or her major area of
certification for each step beyond the 13th
step, and who had r ec e tv ed two average
ratings by the line-staff personnel to whom
he is responsible. Said ratings must have
been made at least three months apart.
Said ratings must have been granted within
one calendar year of date increment is due
and no wasatisfactory ratings in the past
five years in this district.

2. Remuneration will be made in Sep-
tember or December following the request.

3. Requests must be filed by January 1
of the year the individual wishes such rec-
ognition.

4.. There shall be a maximum of two
such steps or increments beyond the 13th
step.

5. The individual requesting increments
beyond the 13th step must be notified one
month prior to the presentation to the school
board of the formal administrative recom-
mendation by the superintendent. The ap-
plicant shall be given a copy of the recom-
mendation as his notification.

6. Any other reclassification that an
employee may enjoy shall be at the same
horizontal step or to the next s equenti al
step, but never to a lower (or smaller in
number) step.

7. BS Column - 1st SC A P increment
would be granted after 14 years of teaching
and six hours of credits taken during the
previous year. Six additional hours of ap-
proved work would place the professional
employee in the 85+15 column at the 12th
step. The 2nd SCAP in the BS+15 column
would be granted upon successful comple-
tion of six credits of work and 17 years of
teaching experience.

8. The SCAP increments set up in the
master's columns will be granted upon suc-
cessful completion of the stated number of
credits listed in parentheses next to the
monetary for the SCAP step.

Credit Advancement Plan
It was the intent of the Seniority Credit

Advancement Plan (S C A P) to encourage
teachers to enjoy the refreshment of up-to-
date courses and the continuation of their
own training. That this might become an
actuality it is triderstood that:

1. A person with a BS degree and fifteen
years of experience may enjoy the first
SCAP increment by completing six hours of
college credits and having had two satisfac-
tory ratings as stated elsewhere in the com-
pensation policy.
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2. The second SCAP increment in 1;he
BS classification will be granted as above
with 18 yesrs of service and six additional
hours of work (college credits) above and
beyond the requirement for the first SCAP
increment.

3. A person may move horizontally (at
the same step level) from BS to BS+15 by
earning fifteen additional credits over and
above those required for the SCAP program.

4. Those who earn a master's degree
or a master's equivalent will receive the
mandated $300.00, Six additional hours,
over and above an d earned subsequent to
granting of the master's degree or master's
equivalent, 15 years of teaching experience,
and two satisfactory ratings will be required
before the 1st SCAP increment under t he
MS classification will be granted.

5. The 2nd SCAP increment under the
master's classification will be granted when
18 years of teaching have been completed,
two satisfactory ratings are on file and six
additional credits over and above those re-

quired for 1st SCAP, have been earned,

6. To move horizontally across the let
SCAP or the 2nd SCAP, after the receipt of
the master's degree, w Ill require fifteen
credits over and above those required for
SCAP increments for each change of class-
ifioation,

7. Employees who are recetving the
SCAP award shall continue to receive same
until severed or retired, with the provision
that he must become eligible to the nextSCAP step laterally or vertically within
ten (10) years after his eligibility to hispre s ent SCAP step, Failure to become
eligible within the ttme limit will render
the employee ineligible for any future SCAP
advancement.

The central thread in all of this ts that,
n o matter how t he recipient threads h $
way through the schedule, he must meet the
same requirements as anyone else would
have to meet taking a different path.

(SEE SALARY SCALE, NEXT PAGE)
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Eastern York, Pennsylvania, Salary Seale

Years

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
SCAP

18
SCAP

No Degree

***8,550

BS *BS+15 **13S+PERM
CERT,

MS MS+15 MS+30

11IMILMMII=II

$ 6,800

7,110

7,420

7, 730

8,140

8, 450

8,760

9,070

99.380

9,790

10,100

10, 410

10,930

1=111=MI

$ 6,900 $ 7,210

7,210 7,520

7,520 7,830

7,830 8,140

8,240 8,550

$ 7,260

7, 570

7,880

8,190

8,600

8,910

9, 220

9,530

9,840

10,250

10,560

10,885

11,180

11, 745

12,275

NFINPNIMINEM

$ 7,520

7 830

8,140

8, 450

8,860

9,170

9,480

9, 790

10, 100

10, 510

10, 835

11, 162

11, 490

12, 020

12,550

$ 7, 830

8, 140

8, 450

8, 760

9,170

9, 480

9, 790

10, 100

10, 410

10, 835

11,162

11, 490

11, 820

12, 345

12,880

$ 8, 140

8, 450

8, 760

9,070

9, 480

9, 790

10,100

10, 410

10, 730

11, 182

11,490

11,819

12 150

12, 680

13,210

***8, 860

8,860 9,170

9,170 9,480

9,480 9, 790

9,890 10, 202

10,200 10,510

10, 510 10, 835

10,835 11,130

11,365 11,690

11,895 12, 220

* Effective June 30, 1972, the board will abolish the BS+15 column of the salary scale. Em-
ployees on the BS+15 as of June 30, 1972, shall continue on scale until they are eligible
for reclassification or reach the column maximum. Those employees wishing to qualify
after 6/30/72 must indicate the courses which they will take during the summer sessions
of 1972 to qualify for the BS+15 colunm prior to September 1, 1972, The board agrees to
place these qualified employees on the BS+15 column upon receipt of successful completion
of the previously indicated course work. No employee new to the district as of 7/1/71
shall be eligible for the BS+15 column.

** Permanent Certification in Pennsylvania for service in Eastern York School District:
after 14 years add $210 in all columns and after 20 years add $105 to 1354.Permanent
Certificate and all master's degree columns.

*** Steps enclosed are no longer applicable.


